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FROM EDITORIAL DESK 

Ideal International Journal  is one of the brain children of Igbo Scholars Forum born out of the zeal to get the young 
Igbo scholars together so as to start thinking like Igbo sons and daughters through paper publications, meetings and 
symposia. As a matter of fact, Igbo Scholars Forum was founded by Dr. Onukwube Alexander Alfred Anedo and Dr. 
Mrs. Ngozi Thecla Udemmadu (Nee Obiora) and born at the launching of a festschrift in honour of their life patron, 
Prof. Obed Muojekwu Anizoba (Ozonwa) on the 15th day of December, 2012. In his kind gesture, Prof O. M. Anizoba 
therefore established a website http://www.igboscholarsforum.com.ng   for them to use in telling the world who the 
Igbo people are, about their life, what they believe in and their relationship with people and other cultures of the world 
outside theirs. Other journal outlets through which this Forum wants to let Igbo people and their culture out to the 
world are Igboscholars International Journal and Ekwe International Journal which is solely written only in Igbo 
language.   
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Abstract 

The Igbo and Hausa societies are characterized by cultural and experiences of the pre-colonial and post-colonial 
factors. In the pre-colonial Igbo and Hausa, the traditional method of transmitting cultural heritage was through oral 
tradition by means of folklore, myth, legend, proverbs and stories. The history of the Igbo and Hausa people, their 
communities and that of their heroes and heroic deeds, as well as the teaching of moral values and socialization 
processes were all made possible in the authentic traditional African conteụt through the orally-based tradition of 
folklore, myth, legend, proverbs, superstitious statements, stories and other forms of the oral tradition, as the 
community members were non-literate. In such traditionally-based contexts, parents, elders, traditional institutions and 
other members of the community served as teachers, as from them socialization and acquisition of knowledge were 
made possible. The study critically explored from linguistic and sociological perspectives the nature, forms, processes 
and associated methods in the context of pre-colonial African period in the education and socialization of the 
individual members of the Igbo and Hausa communities. The need to revitalize the traditionally induced system and 
integrate it as part of the present day system of education is suggested for the preservation and continuous 
transmission of indigenous cultural heritage in the modern African setting that is dominated by element of foreign 
culture.  The method used as the design of the study is Ethnographic Design. Stories and other forms of oral traditions 
were collected through contextual interviews, watching of video and TV programmes (like Tales by Moonlight) clips.  
 

Key Words:  Igbo, Hausa, Folktale, Superstition, Informal. 

Introduction  
Hausa and Igbo are two separate nations with distinctive languages that exist together in Nigeria. Hausa 

language belongs to Chadic group of languages under Afro-Asiatic, while Igbo language is under Kwa language 
family both of them belonging to the larger family umbrella of Niger-Kordofanian languages family. 

The pre-colonial traditional Igbo and Hausa socio-cultural settings is characterized by many factors that 
determined the existence of a full-fledged socio-cultural linguistic community which included the presence of socio-
cultural norms and institutions, accepted norms and values, tradition, common belief and means of socialization. In the 
primitiveness of the period there existed system of cultural transmission, socialization as well as means of educating 
members of the society. Written (Direct) history existed for centuries in the certain societies; nevertheless, oral history 
heard it that majority of Hausa speakers could not read nor write before even after the advent of Arabic, and in the 
same vein, majority of the Igbo people could not read nor write; and at the same time could not interpret the 
NSISBIDI writing. So the transmission of knowledge among the members of the two groups was mainly through the 
oral tradition (verbal communication through messengers) and performance rather than on written texts.  

Education was transmitted via the oral tradition of folklore, oral history, myth, legend, superstition, stories, 
songs, panegyrics, proverbs and the other forms of the oral tradition. Through the use of the oral tradition the history is 
transmitted and preserved; the origin and historical development of the community is revealed, the heroic deeds and 
the communities outstanding heroes and founders is made known to the younger generation (Hassan,2000 and Morris, 
2000).  

This paper examined the roles of the different forms of the Oral Tradition in the education processes of the 
members of the Igbo and Hausa socio-cultural groups in order to ascertain the roles of Folktale and Superstition as 
Informal Methods of Education in the two socio-cultural groups. 
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Literature Review 

Folklore asa universal phenomenon and as well culture specific is a repertoire of knowledge. It contains a 
number of branches and sub-branches, composed to inculcate culture and norms of the community into the members. 
Folklore encompasses the customary means of inculcating the beliefs system of a people to its adherents.  Similarly, 
Dundes (1965), refers to Folklore as being constituted of the customs, beliefs, attitudes, life style, joys, sorrows, 
entertainments, events, states, habits, traditions, and so forth of a particular group of people or community. Dundes 
continues to say that such communal philosophies manifest themselves as myths, legends, proverbs, riddles, tales, 
poetry, and other forms of artistic expression and passes down through the oral tradition. Yahaya (1979) in his own 
view about the concept of Hausa folklore sliced folklore into four different forms. They include: 

1. Visualized forms: such as; farming, crafts, designs, pottery, metal and wood work, native medicine, and so on.     

2. Recreational forms: are; dances, games, boụing, wrestling, hunting and so on.   

3.   Institutionalized forms: are; beliefs, headship, guilds, chiefship, ceremonies; salla, tashe, cika-ciki, takutaha 
and so on.    

4. Verbalized forms: expressive art forms such as; oral poetry, tales, proverbs, superstition, legends, myths and 
so on. 

Oral Tradition covers the means by which members of a society transmit history, literature, social norms and values 
and other knowledge across generations without a writing system(Parry, (2001).David (2005)  added that cultural 
material could be transmitted through vocal utterance. In the same vein, Oral Tradition also comes into play when 
messages are transmitted orally from generation to another (Oscar, 2005). To Oscar, messages may be passed down 
through speech or song and may take the form of folktales and fables, epic histories and narrations, proverbs or wise 
sayings and songs. Also, Henkell (2000) argues that the expression of oral tradition, applies both to a process and to its 
products. The products are oral messages based on previous oral messages, at least a generation old. The process is the 
transmission of such messages by word of mouth overtime. Accordingly, Bagchi (2010) offered that oral tradition as 
keeps people’s culture alive through generations by orally narrating the memorized stories of their history, beliefs, 
values and practices. Based on the various definitions it became obvious that oral tradition which manifests through 
folktales and superstitions has certain peculiar features and serves many social functions. The obviously manifested 
features include the verbal transmission of the tradition, as everything is rendered orally; the transmission of 
knowledge, history and experiences were mainly through the oral tradition and performance rather than on written 
texts. Also, the story teller is very relevant in the context of oral tradition.  

A storyteller’s tools are not just words, but gestures, singing, facial expressions, body movements and acting 
to make stories memorable and interesting. Sometimes masks and costumes are used to enhance a performance. A 
storyteller performs epics that can be hours or even days long that relate history and genealogy, battles and political 
uprisings of a community. They use riddles, proverbs and myths to educate and entertain. Storytelling is an important 
shared event with people sitting together, listening and even participating in accounts of past deeds, beliefs, taboos, 
and myths. Gifted or well-known storytellers often repeat the story with the same words and same expressions in each 
performance as they travel.  

They also add new material to an old story to make it more interesting or meaningful to different audiences. 
Oral storytelling emphasizes repetition of the language and rhythm, which are two of its most important 
characteristics. Storytellers often repeat words, phrases, refrains, sounds, whole lines and even stanzas. The use of 
repetition helps the audience remember the chorus and allows them to join in with the storyteller. A storyteller pays 
close attention to the beating and how the words sound. Using short phrases makes the stories easier to understand and 
recall from memory. When audiences who are familiar with the stories actively participate in their story telling, they 
feel a sense of belonging to the community (Bagchi, 2010). Parts of the social functions of the oral tradition include 
the guiding of social and human morals, giving people a sense of place and purpose. There is often a lesson or a value 
to instill, and the transmission of wisdom to children is a community responsibility. Parents, grandparents, and 
relatives take part in the process of passing down the knowledge of culture and history from one generation to another.  

Proverbs are wise saying that are used to convey wisdom, truth, a discovery of ideas, as well as life lesson. They 
are often a reflection of deep social and psychological experiences. Proverbs are also illustrations of a vivid and 
fundamental truth about life. They are as condiments to speech (Obiechina, 1978). Nwadike (2009) opines that a 
proverb is a form of speech which is pregnant with meaning. Ofomata (2004) argues that proverbs are group of words 
with deep meaning that Igbo people use to explain and express their belief, language, culture, their attitude to life, 
thought and their total view about life. Similarly, Ogundipe (2007) adds that proverbs are short sayings that use things 
from the everyday life experiences to teach a lesson or give advice. Egudu (1977) views proverbs as tools for 
linguistic expression and compositions for the purpose of rhetorical adornment and persuasion. Achebe (1958) cited in 
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Nwadike (2009) describes proverbs as the palm oil with which words are eaten, while Ugonna (1974) sums it up as a 
kind of mirror which reflects human experience. Proverbs are used as means of warning, advice and the indication of 
the resultant impact of ones actions. The following are popular African proverbs. 

(a) Otuonye na-amụ ma otu onye anaghị azụ. (One individual gives birth to a child but it takes a whole village to 
raise a child.) 

(b) Ụkwa ruo oge ya ọ daa. (There is time for everything.). 
(c) Ihe mere ede o jiri bee nwịị. (There is no smoke without fire) 
(d) E mee ngwa ngwa e meghara ọdachi.(A stitch in time saves nine) 
(e) Nwata kwọọ aka ya o soro ọgaranya rie nri. (When a child washes his hand, he dines with the wealthy.) 
(f) A nyụkọọ mamịrị ọnụ ọ gbọọ ụfụfụ. (A generally agreed issue turns out successfully) 
(g) Egbe bere ugo bere (Let the kite perch, and let the eagle perch. Live and let live.) 

Superstition is a form of belief in something that is irrational, non-physical and does not follow the rule of proving or 
justification. In superstition, people have a held belief about something or the belief that happenings or presence of 
something, conditions or certain phenomena may eventually cause or lead to the happening of something else 
(Ogundipe, 2007). For instance, there is superstitious belief among the Hausa and Igbo peoples that itching of one’s 
palm is an indication that one will get lots of money. Similarly, itching of one’s eyes in Hausa signifies that the person 
is about to be visited, whereas hitting of one’s right leg on a stone when going somewhere signifies good luck but that 
of left leg indicates ill-luck. Examples of superstitions of Hausa and Igbo include: 
 
(Hausa Eụamples) 

1 Cinnamanakuyanakaraharzukacutarkuturta 
2. Yawancinwainanahaifarmura 
3. Tuwondawanakarakarfingabobi 
4. Idan aka dubirana da rariya, za a gadiyanrana, ammazamutu 
5. Shan sauranruwanalwalanasataushinzuciya. 

(Igbo examples) 
1. Ịkwọ nwa n’azụ aga n’ukwu ụdara (Carrying a new born child on the back to go and pick cherry. This 

indicates that it is not good to carry a new born child to a cherry tree to avoid being initiated into ọgbanje 
kingdom) 

2. Nwaanyị di ime ile mmọnwụ anya n’íhu. (Pregnant women looking directly to a masquerade’s face 
especially the ugly and dangerous ones. This is to avoid giving birth to an ugly or evil child) 

3. Nwaanyị ịrị elu ukwu akẉụ maọbụ nwaanyị igbu akwụ (A woman climbing a palm tree or a woman 
cutting down palm fruit. This is to show the sacredness of a woman’s private parts, which must not be 
exposed carelessly. More so, to inform that women are not supposed to engage in strenuous activities) 

4. Ajọ nnụnụ ibere n’ukwu osisi dị nso n’ụlọ mmadụ na-ebe (Igbo people regard it as an evil omen for an 
evil bird to perch on a tree that is close to a person’s house and be chirping. It shows that a close relation 
has died or would die). 

Role of Igbo and Hausa Languages in Informal Education 

Language provides the foundation for literacy development. Younger Igbo and Hausa community members 
need and require daily opportunities to learn and practice their native languages in order for their literacy skills to 
flourish through informal method of education.   They also learn the culture, ethos as well as the Dos and Don’ts of 
their communities primarily by listening to language in use around them. It is through listening to what others say that 
they gain much of their vocabulary and sentence structure of their native languages, and through the same process, 
they also learn the context in which words are used. Igbo and Hausa languages the younger members of the 
communities listen to during informal gathering (for plays and entertainment usually at night after the day activities 
have been taken care of), serve as the input or data that they internalize and use to express their own meanings in their 
interactions with others. Imperative to mention here that these children require not only listening to instruction on the 
mode of acceptable behaviour and stories but also a safe and comfortable environment in which they can practice the 
skills that they have learned which is made available in the family open space or at freedom square (for Tales by 
Moonlight and other children’s plays.) Such arena provides the younger ones the opportunity to listen, speak and carry 
on conversations before they can become active in the remaining language skills. 

Younger members of Hausa and Igbo communities naturally acquire the language of play and daily life from social 
interaction with others including adults as it used to be in the early days before the intrusion of the western culture. 
They require explicit instruction and modeling organized in informal environment to be acquainted with the things of 
life. In addition, as they listen to stories and other teachings of the culture of the community that is spoken aloud, they 
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become familiar with their languages (e.g., "Once upon a time" and " riddles and jokes") and its structure. With time 
and lots of opportunities to listen, observe, participate, and interact, younger members of the two communities, 
progress in understanding and are able to produce language that is increasingly complete, complex, and grammatical. 
This is similar to the natural way that most young children learn the languages spoken by their families at home in the 
context of activities and relationships. 

Types of Igbo and Hausa Oral Traditions 
Oral History  

Oral history forms part of Igbo and Hausa oral tradition. It involves the recording, preservation and 
interpretation of historical information, based on the storyteller’s personal experiences and opinions. Oral history often 
takes the form of eye-witness account about past events, but can include folklore, myths, songs and stories passed 
down over the years by word of mouth. Oral stories could be about the history of the tribe. Some may be about great 
wars and battles while others may be about everyday life. Every community has its peculiar story telling system. For 
example, among the Igbo people, it is the elders or senior ones that tell stories (akụkọ ifo) while the younger ones 
surround him and listen to the words of wisdom. One person tells the story and others listen to the story. In addition, 
the similitude among the Hausa communities was the Maro kan Baka and the ‘Yan Kama Entertainers. Oral Histories 
involve Myth, a traditional story which embodies a belief regarding some fact or phenomenon of experience, and in 
which often the forces of nature and the souls are personified; a sacred narrative regarding supernatural being, a hero, 
the origin of the world or of a people. Furthermore, there is a Legend, a story of unknown origin describing plausible, 
but extraordinary past events. 
 
Examples of Fables and Folktales 
Fables and folktales are stories full of wisdom and generally convey a moral or teach lessons. Often these lessons are 
ones of resourcefulness, independence, and illustrate their wards of courage and positive attitude. Oraka et al. (1986, 
p. 6) argue that folktales are mediums through which the way of life and beliefs of the Igbo people are publicized. 
They went further to explain that folktales perform diverse functions to Igbo people such that they are used to teach 
manners to children, give advice, inculcate truthfulness, honesty, respectfulness to children towards human beings and 
the gods, as well as to point out the need for the growing ones to deviate from proud living and selfishness. Nwadike 
(2003, p.23) added that folktales have been age long phenomena in the life of the Igbo people. Nwadike included that 
folktales are fictitious stories that are based on humans, animals and the spirits. According to Ihejirika(2002, p.36), 
folktales are usually told during the moonlight nights either by the children themselves or by adult to the kids. 
Ihejirika said that folktales have a usual form of starting and have some lessons to be learnt out of it. There are 
different types of folktales, with fables and talking beasts’ stories being the most common. Both fables and folktales 
contain fictitious narrative intended to enforce some useful truth or precept, usually with animals, birds, plants as 
characters. The stories are created and told to excite wonder, common talk, teach lesson and guide social behaviors. 
Badura(2000) pointed out that the traditional African folktales and fables have a moral point or that they are used to 
educate, entertain, correct behavior and explain certain human and animal behaviors. Examples of such can be 
exemplified in Igbo and Hausa as follows: 
 
A: Ak ụkọ Ifo Gbasasra Nwa Enweghị Nnena Ụdara Ya. (A Story about a Motherless Child and his Cherry 
fruit) 
Once upon a time, a woman went to the market and bought ụdara (cherry fruit). When the step-mother of the orphan 
returned from the market, she shared the cherry fruits to her biological children neglecting the orphan. She only ended 
up sending the poor orphan from one errand to another. The orphan was highly dispirited and he wept soberly. After 
those children and their mother had eaten the ụdara, the orphan picked the seeds and planted them at the back of their 
house; and every morning, afternoon and night he would go and water them, and after that he would sing the 
following song unto the ụdara: 
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1. Ụdara mụ puo (My cherry fruit germinate!) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
2.Puopuopuo! (Germinate germinate germinate!) 
Nda !!  (Nda !!) 
 
3. Puoronwaenweghịnne!(Germinate for the 

motherless!) 
Nda !!   Nda !! 
 
4. Puoronwaenweghịnna!(Germinate for the fatherless!) 
Nda!!   Nda !!) 
 
5. Nwunye nna mụ! (My step-mother) 
Nda !!      (Nda  !!) 
 
6. Zụta ụdara n’ahịa ! (bought cherry fruit from the 

market !) 
Nda!!    (Nda!!) 
 
7.. Racha RachaRacha!(LickLickLick !) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
8. Rachawọ nwa enweghị nne ! (and did not give the 

motherless!) 
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 

9.Rachawọ nwa enweghị nna! (and did not                   
givethe fatherless !) 

Nda !!            (Nda !!) 
 
10. Elu ụwa bụ ọrịrị ! (Life is a journey) 
 Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
11.Onye nọchaa ọ lawa ! (When one’s time  

is up he goes !)  
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
As he was singing he noticed that one of the  
seeds has germinated and he continued to sing: 
 
 
12. Ụdaramụ too! (My cherry tree grow!) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
13. Too  TooToo ! (Grow ! grow ! grow! ) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
14.Toro nwaenweghịnne (Grow for the motherless !) 
Nda!!   Nda!!) 
 
15. Toronwaenweghịnna ! (Grow for thee fatherless) 
Nda !! Nda!!) 

 
16. Nwunye nna mụ! (My step-mother) 
Nda !!   (Nda  !!) 
 
17. Zụta ụdara n’ahịa ! (Bought cherry fruit from the 

market!) 
Nda!!    (Nda!!) 
 
18. Racha RachaRacha!(Lick LickLick !) 
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
19. Rachawọnwaenweghịnne! (and did not give 

the motherless !) 
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
20. Rachawọ nwa enweghị nna ! (and did not give the 

fatherless !) 
Nda !!     (Nda !!) 
 
21. Eluụwabụọrịrị !(Life is a journey) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
22. Onyenọchaa ọ lawa ! (When one’s time is up he 

goes!)  
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
As he ended his song, he looked up and 
saw that the cherry tree has grown to a mature one, and 
he continued to sing thus: 
 
23. Ụdara mụ mịa! (My cherry tree  

produce fruits) 
Nda !!  Nda !! 
 
24. Mịa Mịa mịa! (Produce fruit produce fruits produce 

fruits !) 
Nda !!  Nda! 
 
25. Mịara nwa enweghị nne !(Produce fruits  
for the motherless) 
Nda !!   Nda !! 
 
26. Mịara nwa enweghị nna ! (Produce fruits forthe 

fatherless!) 
Nda!!   Nda !!) 
 
27. Nwunyennamụ! (My step-mother) 
Nda !!      (Nda  !!) 
 
 
 
 
28. Zụtaụdaran’ahịa! (bought cherry fruit from the 

market !) 
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Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
29. Racha RachaRacha!(LickLickLick !) 
Nda!!     (Nda!!) 
 
30. Rachawọnwaenweghịnne ! (and did not 
givethe motherless!) 
Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
31. Rachawọnwaenweghịnna! (and did  

notgivethe fatherless !) 
Nda !!            (Nda !!) 
 
32. Eluụwabụọrịrị ! (Life is a journey) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 
33. Onyenọchaa ọ lawa ! (When one’s time is up he goes 

!)  
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 

 
Immediately, the cherry tree produced fruits all over and he increased the tempo of his song thus: 
 
 
34. Ụdaramụchaa! (My cherry tree ripe !) 
Nda !!  Nda !! 
 
35. Chaachaachaa! (Ripe   riperipe !) 
 Nda !!  Nda !! 
 
 
36.Chaaranwaenweghịnne !(Ripe for the 

motherless!) 
Nda !!   Nda !! 
 
37.Chaaranwaenweghịnna !(Ripe for the 

fatherless!) 
Nda!!   Nda !!) 
 
 
38. Nwunyennamụ! (My step-mother) 
Nda !!  (Nda !!) 
 
 
39. Zụtaụdaran’ahịa ! (bought cherry fruit from 

the market !) 
Nda!! Nda!!) 
  
40. Racha Racha Racha!(LickLickLick !) 
 Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
41. Rachawọ nwa enweghị nne ! (and did not 

give the 
motherless!) 

Nda!!   (Nda!!) 
 
 
42. Rachawọ nwa enweghị nna ! (and did not  
give the fatherless !) 
Nda !!       (Nda !!) 
 
43. Elu ụwa bụ ọrịrị ! (Life is a journey) 
Nda!!  (Nda!!) 
 

44. Onyenọchaa ọ lawa ! (When one’s time is up 
he goes) ! 

Nda!!   (Nda!



 
 

 
When he saw that the cherry tree has ripened and was full of fruits, he was over joyed and he picked as 
much as he could and went to share with the step mother and her children. From the story we could learn 
that wickedness is not good. It also shows that God can do all He can to comfort the needy and the 
rejected. Moreover, we have also learnt that it is not good to pay evil for evil. 
 
B: The Hausa Folktale of Rabbit and Lizard 
The story of Rabbit and Lizard tells us about two good friends (Rabbit and Lizard) who resided at the same 
place and engaged in the same profession (farmers). Afterwards, in spite of their friendship, one of them 
(the lizard) betrayed their friendship by lying to Rabbit, who ignorantly destroyed its farm produce by 
cooking it before planting according to the instruction of its friend. Rabbit, on finding out its friend’s 
unfaithfulness and betrayal, also retaliated and deceived lizard into killing its own mother(Koko 2006: 74-
75). The lesson from this story is that there is always a payback time for any good or bad deeds done. 
 
Epic Narrations  
These are the eụploits of a hero who really eụistedand played a major role in people’shistory.The 
adventures of the heroes are often eụaggerated in order to havecreated a greater impact on the listeners. 
Eụamples include the stories of Ojukwu, NnamdiAzikiwe, TafawaBalewa etc. and their contributions in 
their individual communities and Nigeria as a whole. 
 
 
Songs  
Traditional songs occupy important place in Igbo and Hausa oral literature. Songsare present in all 
moments of life, especially on occasion of celebrations andceremonies. The traditional oral songs are of 
many kinds in Igbo and Hausa. They include: lullaby, war songs, marriage songs, burial songs, songs 
during farm work, songs for criticism, songs of praise, etc.For instance: 
 
(Igbo Lullaby) 
Nwa enwe nwa o (Child monkey child o) 
Nwa enwe nwa (Child monkey child) 
Nwa enwe nwa o (Child monkey child o) 
Nwa enwe nwa (Child monkey child) 
Nwa enwe ị gbagongona-eso m gị (Child monkey if you go up I follow you) 
Nwa enwe ị gbadambanana-eso m gị (Child monkey if you go down I follow you) 
Nwa enwe ị nye m ọyọnye m mgbịrịgba (Child monkey if you give me rattle also give me a bell) 
Ka m kpaba nwa n’aka (For me to put in the hand of the child) 
Mgbe ọ ga-ebe o kiriwe (so that if she wants to cry she will look at it) 
 
Burial Song (Igbo Eụample) 
Ọnwụ bụ onye ohi o oo (Death is a thief o o o) 
Ọnwụ bụ onye ohi o (Death is a thief o) 
O zuru ọ gbalaga (When it steals it runs away) 
Ọnwụ emee anyị arụ o oo (Death has treated us harshly o o o) 
Ọnwụ emee anyị arụ o (Death has treated us harshly o) 
O zuru ọ gbalaga (When it steals it runs away) 
Ọnwụ egbuo enyi anyị o oo (Death has killed our friend o o o) 
Ọnwụ egbuo enyi anyị o (Death has killed our friend o) 
O zuru ọ gbalaga. (When it steals it runs away) 
 
Some Hausa songs are designed and composed to take care of children and as well marriage life situations. 
But it was the duty of the elders to prepare the songs by calling attention of the respective parents to select 



 
 

a good partner for their children, because a partner follows a footstep of or imitate his partner. For 
eụample, Malam Isa has said in his composed song on “Renonyara” meaning “the song of weaning of 
children”, where he said: 
      
Kai yishurunka (You keep ọuit)     

 Dan farinagogo ne, (It is a white watch)  
kaiyishurunka  (So, you keep ọuit) 
 Mai bi maigilashi ne (It follows and has a glass cover) 
 Kai yishurunka(So, you keep ọuit) 
 Ba nidaka da kaigoye (Never l pounded as you are on my back) 
 Kai yishinka (So, you keep ọuit) 
Kadagariyabata ka (Do you will never be disturbed)  
 Kai yishurunka (So, you keep ọuit) 

 
More so, certain songs are composed in Hausa by children mostly young ones especially the females 
narrating a story of their boyfriends’ arrival. The target goal was to impress him by eụplaining his life style 
as follows:     
 
CharnanDudu (CharmanDuduis Mine)  

 
CharnamduduCharmanDuduwa (Charma’sDuduCharma’sDuduwa) 

Charmagade.    Charmagade 
Akwaiwanibako a gidanmaigari (There is a stranger in a village head’s house) Charmagade. 

   Charmagade 
 
Yana kunyayanalamuni (He is wise enough and tolerant)   

Charmagade.  Charmagade 
Ba yaneman ‘yanmatangari (Never cares with women in town) 

Charmangade.   Charmagade. 
Yayatadanjiyo man (My senior sister take care of him well) 

Charmagade.   Charmagade. 
Kanwatadanjiyo man (My junior sister take care of him well)  

Charmagade.   Charmagade. 
 
Findings of the Study 
The role of the Igbo and Hausa oral tradition in the processes of educating members of the society can be 
seen from the following educative and knowledge acquisition roles: 
 
Transmission of the Knowledge of History 
One of the identified roles of informal education is the transmission of historical facts about the society, its 
people, and its past, about the heroes and about the important social happenings as seen in the cases 
struggles and contributions of the various community and Nigerian heroes vis-à-vis Ojukwu, 
NnamdiAzukiwe, TafawaBalewa, Awolowo etc. towards the development and emancipation of Nigeria 
from colonial malady. And also how the stories on folktales and superstitions could deter people from 
engaging into evil deeds and at the same time encourage one to do well because of the glorious outcome. 
 
Teaching of Morality and Virtues  
Another important means of informal education of the members of the society through the oral tradition is 
the teaching of moral values, good deeds, and socially approved behaviours. Through stories, good deeds 
are encouraged and vice-versa. This is made possible by the depiction of negative consequences that befall 
a bad character. In addition, the oral tradition of superstitions, proverbs and songs advice and restrain 



 
 

against immoral acts are adequately provided or given. Such can be seen in a story about “The three 
Brothers and the Pot of Porridge”, where the three brothers on a journey needed a place to rest for the 
night, and were helped by an old woman. Incidentally, the youngest of three brothers stealthily ate the old 
woman’s porridge which they had been initially offered to them, which they turned down. When the old 
woman accosted them, they all denied the allegation including the culprit. As a result, the old woman put 
them to test and the younger one (the culprit) fell into it and was drowned.The story shows the 
conseọuences of insincerity and the calamity that befalls dishonest and ungrateful people. 
 
Teaching of Cultural Believes and Social Norms and Values 
Most of the thematic pre-occupation of the Igbo and Hausa superstitions revolve around warning against 
any act perceived as culturally prohibited (Badura, 2000 and Ogundipe, 2007). This is based on the fact 
that certain socially manifested acts are considered inappropriate due to either religious restriction or 
socially believed norms and values. According to Nganger (1997) African superstitious beliefs are related 
to religion- traditional religion. This is why the superstitions in Igbo and Hausa involve spirits, witches and 
dangerous animals, as such doing anything contrary to the wishes of these can cause serious consequences 
and implication to the individual and society. Similarly, some superstitions are meant to explain or 
interpret certain actions, events or situations, while others are meant to discourage doing something 
regarded as socially unacceptable or can have negative implication on the actor. Courtlander (1996) posits 
that African superstitions are powerful means of teaching cultural norms and values, as they are meant to 
teach individual member of the community what to do and what to avoid, as well as teaching/informing 
individuals about certain mysterious happening, through all these teaching is actually taking place. The 
following are examples of African-based superstitions and their teaching implications in the African 
context: 
 

Mmadụidinechiụzợ ( IgboSuperstition) 
             (A superstition banning one to sit, to lay or to sleep across the door step) 

This superstition is based on the Igbo’s believe that spirits move everywhere and that their 
movement will not in any way be blocked by humans. In addition, it is believed that the door 
step is a route regularly used by the spirits in order to guide and protect the members of a 
given household, so it is regarded as a sign of respect given to the spirits, not to block their 
passage and hinder their free movement.    
Mpupeeanyaịkọmmadụọkọ 
           (The scratching of the eyelid) 
The above is an Igbo superstition which indicates that if the lower eyelid of one scratches, it 
means that such a person may have reasons to weep, however, if it is the upper eyelid, it 
means that something good is on its way. 

Other common superstitions from different parts of Africa include: 
(a) There must be  some left-over food in the pot overnight  
(b) A child being delivered with the feet coming out first. 
(c) Never to put one’s bag on the floor or the person will be a poor man. 
(d) Not toput one’s hat on the bed, to avoid falling sick. 
(e) A child growing the upper tooth before the front ones 

These superstitions are meant to teach different aspects of cultural norms and values. Some are warning, 
while others are explanations on certain mystical social phenomena.  
 
Socialization Processes of Individual Member of the Community in Igbo and Hausa 
Education is identified as a fundamental agent of socialization processes of individual member of a given 
socio-cultural group. Through education, one is initiated and fitted into the society, as oral tradition is an 
informal means of educating members of the society, the societal members acquired the accepted values, 
norms and tradition, as well the language spoken in the community, the belief and the socially accepted 



 
 

behavior. Such means of socialization process in Igbo include: Otu Ọgbọ (Age grade), Otu Nzuzo: Ọkọnkọ 
or Mmanwụ (Masquerade society) etc.  
 
Conclusion and Recommendations 

Igbo and Hausa societies were originally pre-literate, but like all other socio-cultural groups, they 
had their own culturally-based means of educating people. Through oral tradition, societal members were 
educated and fully integrated into the society. However, with the advancement of science and technology, 
globalization and language extinction, the oral tradition is seriously at the verge of extinction. In view of 
this, there is need for the revival of our cultural heritage. 

A worldwide effort is needed to prevent oral tradition from becoming extinct. Storytelling needs to 
be revived, especially among children with low literacy level and those who are physically, socially and 
economically challenged. A concerted effort is necessary to reach children worldwide especially those 
born and bred outside Igbo and Hausa domain and touch them with the magic of stories and bring smiles 
on their faces. More so, a competitive socially oriented programmes need to be organized in these two 
communities which will be bringing the school-aged home probably during the long holidays where issues 
about the language, culture and tradition of the societies will be deliberated upon. The wealth of stories 
found in great epics of every culture should be documented and transformed into animation films and 
dramatized versions, and presented to children, especially those who still remain deprived of their inherent 
cultural right to education. The oral tradition retains its strength to revive traditional values and that 
strength should be preserved and used for greater common good of children in the two societies and 
worldwide. 
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Abstract 
Abnormal conducts and behavior is at the increase in the nation today. This has negatively influenced the 
standard and quality of life in the socio-economic and moral trend on the failing society. Righteousness 
exalts a nation, but sin is a reproach. This led to the study of the poem. Literary writers use the medium of 
poetry to unfold the ugly societal and moral ills prevalent in the society with the intention for a 
transformable and positive change. The aim of this study is to analyze Nwadike’s poem - Ụwa Ọjọọ Nke a 
(This Terrible World) in the poetry text Akonuche (2006) focusing on the themes or messages which the 
poet wants to convey to the people. The study adopted a survey research method. Findings reveal that 
people no longer have the fear of God in all they do and by the terrible life people are living, the horrible 
way of life of the people, they seem as if they are challenging God, that He cannot do anything to them. 
For the poet, man in a nutshell disdains God by their evil actions. The study also outlines the language and 
stylistic expressions in the poem, concluding with suggestions on how to re-direct and re-mould the 
morally debased society. 
 
Introduction 
 The lack of a strong commitment to Godly values and the lack of a clear moral compass, are 
responsible for many of the ills in the society. Many contemporary poet voices their concern towards this 
ugly trend. The poet in the poem - Ụwa Ọjọọ Nke a - This Terrible World laments on the constant troubles 
of life because of the many evils and leprous activities going on in this terrible world. Akintola Benson 
(2017) remarks;  

Today the fundamental social values are destroyed, things literally fall apart, the 
centre fails to hold and the myriad of alarming occurrences confront us; terrorism, 
prostitution, disregard to education, endemic corruption, and a vicious cycle of 
imbalance in the society.  

 
To make matters worse, people continue to indulge in sinful living, provoking the wrath of God. However, 
it is the inert desire of the poet for the culprits involved in desecrating the society to change for the good of 
all.  
 
Innocent Ụzọma Nwadike’s Poem 
 Professor Innocent Nwadike is a prolific writer – a poet, a novelist and a playwright. He is always 
deeply concerned in the moral values of the people. His concern through his poems we see him as a 
philosopher, a nation builder, an evangelist,  a preacher, a prophet, a priest, a character moulder, a 
missionary, a social reformer and a wise teacher. Poetry makes it possible for the reader to participate in 
the personal experience of the poet. The poet uses most of his poems to attack the moral misdeeds in the 
society in order to create a change. In some of his poems edited in Akonuche (2006) for example, Ndị Nne 
Chaplensi St. Pita, UNN (Mothers of St. Rita Chapel UNN) he extols the mothers in that church for their 
devotions and labours in the vineyard of Christ, praying that God will surely reward them in heaven for all 
their good works in the house of God. In Ugo (Eagle) he advises that people whom we look up to as role 
models should never behave anyhow or soil their hands in evil because people are watching. In Arọrọ M 
Mrọ (I had A Dream), he dreamt of the impossible transformation in the country like, an end to sufferings, 



 
 

leaders helping the poor masses, no more making money in churches, no more greed, jealousy, oppression 
etc. stressing that if such a time comes in this country, we know that the rapture time is near.  
 In Nigeria Ọma (Reputable Nigeria) the poet distastefully, bares his mind on the moral laxity and 
the type of lifestyle in the society, lamenting that the sins in Nigeria is worse than the sins in Sodom and 
Gomorrah. In Ije Ụwa (Journey of Life) he asserts that no one knows the plans of God, or what tomorrow 
might bring, therefore all should reflect deeply on the type of life he/she is living. In Chineke Anyị Dị 
Egwu - Our God is Awesome he extols God as a powerful creature who knows the innermost intentions of 
all man. In Mmadụ - Human Beings the poet advices that all humans should desist from pride, oppression, 
strife and do right in order to attract the mercy of God. In Mahadum Naịjir ịa - Nigeria University he 
criticizes the calamitous behavior of lecturers in the universities and advises them to beware of the type of 
life they live for God visits the sins of the father on the children and children’s children. From the poems 
we see the poets’ concern as a preacher and an evangelist for the people to be on the right track with God 
in order to receive His blessings. It disturbs and pains the poet and wants to win the people back to God 
because he knows that sin destroys man. From the poems we see that the poet was greatly influenced by 
his religious and Christian background. His works attests to his concern for the upkeep of moral values. 
The soul searching mission of the poet is to present the gospel or word of God to the people and transform 
the citizens morally for a better society.       
               
ỤWA ỌJỌỌ NKE A    THIS TERRIBLE WORLD
A gaara sị na m nwere nku 
Agaara m efeli 
Felie, feba n’ime igwe 
Ebe Chineke bi 
Gbuo ikpere n’ala, kọọrọ ya 
Ihe ụmụụwa mere ụwa 
 
Ụwa nke a dịka egwu 
Ọ dị egwu, nwanne m. 
Ọ na-eyi m egwu. 
Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ 
Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ. 
 
Chineke Nna, 
Ị na-ahụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-eme? 
Ị na-anụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-ekwu? 
Na-emetọ ụwa ọma I kere, 
Jiri ya na-agba bọọlụ, 
Jiri ya na-eti epele. 
 
Ị ma na ụmụụwa nwee ike, 
Ha gaara ama gị ụra, 
Kwatuo gị n’ala, 
Ma jụọ gị ị bụ onye, 
Sị gị bịa ka gị na ha nwalee, 
Sị gị ka a matakene n’etiti gị na ha 
Mbe naabọ nke bụ oke 
 
Maka na ọ na-abụ nwanza rijuo afọ, 
O kwe Chi ya mgba: 
Maka na ọ na-abụ dibịa nụjuo afọ, 
Ọ bụọ mgbọrọgwụ n’ajọ ọhịa. 

 
Mana ụmụụwa chefuru na otu ụbọchị 
Onweụwa azọchie n’ebube 
Mee nke o ji bụrụ Chi 
Mgbe ahụ onye chere na ya bụ anwụanwụ 
Echelie ihu n’elu, 
Ghasa ụkwụ, ghasa aka 
Mechie anya, mechie ọnụ 
Tọgbọrọ ka ogwe osisi 
Iji kụziere ụmụụwa 
Na ụwa bụ ihe efu 
Had it being I had wings 
I would have flown up 
Fly up and fly into heaven 
Where God dwells 
Kneel down and narrate to him 
What man has turned the world into 
 
This world is terribly evil 
So terrible my brother 
It baffles me 
It is horribly evil 
So very horribly evil 
 
God the father 
Do you see the actions of man? 
Do you hear what they utter? 
Staining the good world you created 
Playing it like football 
Making fun of it 
 
Do you know that if men had the power  



 
 

They would have slapped you 
Pushed you down on the floor 
And ask you “who are you”? 
Asking that you come and compete with them 
Saying, “let us know between you and them 
Who is stronger? 
 
For when the weak 
Challenges its god to wrestling 
When the herbalist fills his stomach 
He fetches herbs from the evil forest 
 
But the men have forgotten that one day,  
The owner of the world will come in glory.  
Perform what makes him God  
Then, he who thinks that he can never die  
Faces up,  
Stretch out legs and hands 
Closes eye and closes mouth  
Lying like a log of wood  
In order to teach men  
That the world is vanity 
Nwadike, I. (Akọnuche, 2006
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Ụwa Ọjọọ Nke a (This Terrible World) 
 The poem written by Nwadike, I.U., is a lamentation poem that decries the state of the wicked, ugly and terrible 
state of living in this desperately wicked world we are living in. There are very many atrocious and abominable activities 
going on in the face of the world. The poet is so concerned that he is burdened and engages on a dialogue with God, 
asking God whether He is aware of all these horrible activities going on in this world. The themes are: 

A. Desire for freedom from life’s troubles 
B. Atrocious activities in this era 
C. The vanity of life 

 
The societal evils witnessed in the day-to-day livings seem to increase and take a higher alarming dimension. The evils 
people indulge in, in this present age is becoming alarming, such that most writers are speaking from the same voice. 
There is a quest and desire to be free from all the commotions and evils of this life because of so many sufferings and 
wickedness today. Hence, the poet writes:- 

A gaara sị na m nwere nkụ                Had it been I had wings 
A gara m efeli                                             I would had flown up 
Felie, feba n’ime igwe                                  Fly up and fly into heaven 
Ebe Chineke bi”                                             Where God dwells (Stanza 1 line 1-4) 

  
Man is entangled with so much challenges and difficulties in the society, so the wish and longing to be free is quite 
understanding. Olebara (1975) in the poem ‘M ga-abụ udele’ wishes to be a vulture so that he can be left alone by 
himself. The vulture is a bird that virtually, nobody wants or hunts so it is free to move about. Onyekaọnwụ (1989) in the 
poem “Aga m abụ ikuku ”, wishes to be free because the air is free at ease with all things. Nobody troubles the air. Every 
living being depends on air to survive. Ogunjiofor (1975) in “Ọ dị m nọọ ka m bụrụ nnụnụ” wishes to be a bird that 
flies and sings freely in the air undisturbed. The society is troubled with so many vices like:- Kidnappings, lack of 
freedom to move, lack of freedom to air ones opinion or expression, assassinations, bombings, shootings, bloodsheds,  
genocide, Boko Haram attacks, political and religious strife, suppressions, bribery and corruption, suicide bombers. All 
the sufferings and hardships cause fears and anxiety so the poet wants freedom. He expresses with a heavy heart, the rate 
of evil in the world. A lot of atrocities and evil deeds are going on in our societies today; wickedness, sacrileges, 
abomination, iniquities, immoralities e t c. All these represent and cause harm, destruction and misfortune. As the poet 
laments of the various atrocities going on in the face of the earth, he remarks: 

Ụwa nke a dị egwu   This world is terribly evil 
Ọ na-eyi m egwu   It baffles me   
Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ   It is horribly evil  
Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ               So very horribly evil  
 

A glimpse at the vanguard news says it all Doctors spend 9hrs on 16months old girl raped by 16yr neighbour. Okutu 
(2007) reports that doctors at the Federal Teaching Hospital Abakaliki Ebonyi State spent nine hours of intensive 
operation to save the life of one year old girl who was raped by her mother’s neighbor.  The bible records that the heart of 
man is deceitful above all things and is desperately wicked, who can know it? (Jere. 17:9) when the poet writes,  

Chineke nna,      God the father, 
Ị na-ahụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-eme?    Do you see the actions of men? 
Ị na-ahụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-ekwu?    Do you hear what they utter? 
Na-emetọ ụwa ọma ị kere    Staining the good world you created, 
Jiri ya na-agba bọọlụ                Playing football with it 
Jiri ya na-eti epele                Making fun with it?  
      (Stanza 3 line 1-5) 

 
The actions of people these days are alarming. Such rhetorical questions from the poet to God like:  

God the father, do you see the actions of men”  
Do you hear what they utter?  
Do you know that if men had the power  
they would have slapped you and pushed you  
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down on the floor and asked you, who are you? (stanza 3 & 4).  
 
Paint a picture of a country filled with confusion, disorganization, choatic living. The poet is rather disturbed by the 
calamitous state of living in the country.  People do whatever they like, forgetting that no single sin goes unpunished and 
that we reap whatever we sow, sooner than later. To give valid examples of what is happening today in order to “see the 
actions of men” as portrayed by the poet, Uzoigwe and Ogbu (2014:1) writes that there was a standstill at 3 – 3 Junction at 
Nkwelle Ezunaka and different parts of Onitsha metropolis when thousands of Anglicans took to the streets protesting the 
destruction of Ebenezer Anglican Church Oyolu Oze by some people…the vandals who were said to be more than one 
hundred, allegedly drove into the church compound with about three caterpillars and one bulldozer and pulled down the 
church structure. They reduced the church building to mere rubbles and debris on the ground.  
 One may ask, what would lead any sane individual to contemplate destroying God’s temple? Who will authorize 
the destruction of the temple of God? Is he not afraid of the wrath of God? This generation is going down to an alarming 
behaviour and provoking God to wrath. 
 To cite another example, Kwakpovwe (2014) writes that, a 30 years old man, Nwado Chukwudi Awam, was 
paraded openly for beheading his father, Michael Awam, 56 and eating the father’s neck and head. When the police went 
for him, he was waving the matchet which he had used to cut his father’s head and threatened to kill anybody that got 
close to him. He was however, overpowered and arrested. On interrogation he confirmed that he had heard a voice telling 
him to go to the village and kill his father. It is greatly alarming, at the rate of evil activities, done by people in this wicked 
generation. As the poet rightly observes in (stanza 2): 

Ụwa nke a dịkwa egwu   This world is terribly evil 
Ọ dị egwu nwanne m   So terrible my brother 
Ọ na-eyi m egwu   It baffles me 
Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ   It is horribly evil 
Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ    So very horribly evil 

   
 Another glimpse of ritual killings all over in the society reports Rotimi (2014:19) writes that a slave camp was 
discovered in Ibadan, this is a shrine where captives were randomly raped and offered up for rituals after vital organs have 
been taken out of their body. These ritual killers, pick their victims in broad daylight, push people into the vehicle and 
carry them away in the presence of eager on lookers without anyone asking questions. Since certain categories of 
Nigerians such as security men are thought to be above the law, they can do as they please in public. They can arrest or 
shoot other citizens at will. Ritualists now disguise themselves as law enforcement agents and with this trick, carry people 
into slavery for rituals and keep them for months without anyone knowing. This is how some people found themselves at 
the Ibadan slave camp. These criminal and unbelievable operations take place in the Nigerian society. Human lives are 
wasted without consequences. The poet continues to lament thus:- 
 Ị ma na ụmụụwa nwee ike,  Do you know that if human beings had the power 
 Ha gaara ama gị ụra  They would have slapped you 
 Kwatuo gị n’ala   Pushed you down on the floor  
 Ma jụọ gị Ị bụ onye”?               And ask you who you are”? 
 (Stanza 4 line 1-4)  
 
In the society today, a lot of atrocities are committed daily everywhere. Okolie (2012:8) writes that a woman who has 
often pretended to be insane was caught with a human head. The woman wears rags to create the impression that she has a 
mental problem. She was caught by some commercial motorcycle riders in the area. According to the reports, the woman 
while parading with a bag around a busy area, went to a corner, brought out a phone and made calls. She was immediately 
trailed by a motorcycle rider who pretended to be easing himself. He overheard the woman asking the recipient of her call 
to come and pick this thing because it was ‘smelling’. The motorcycle rider quickly alerted his colleagues and they caught 
the woman, searched the bag and discovered the head. She was then handed over to the police. These are the evil inherent 
in society. From the actions of evil men, they seem to be asking God the questions as expressed by the poet; “Do you 
know that if men had the power, they would have slapped you? (Stanza 4, line 1-2)  
 The deeds of evil men today show that they do not fear God at all. Killings and murders are no more news but the 
order of the day. What do our leaders do? They are busy looting the nation’s treasury, using verbal violence and battling 
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over power. They are busy shooting and discharging tear gas at the vulnerable masses at random whenever they attempt to 
protest. The world is not full of evil because of those who do wrong. It is full of evil because of those who do nothing.  
 The Igbo people generally frown at all atrocious, abominable conducts like incests, homosexuality, killing fellow 
human beings, suicide. Necessary punishment like ịkpụ arụ were usually given to offenders in the olden days by the 
community to appease the gods of the land to make others desist from such calamitous taboos, checkmate evil in the 
society and promote good moral behavior. But today the traditional order of living has being influenced by the western 
ideologies. The modern way of living ignores the cultural practices as such, no community has the right to punish people 
who engage in homosexuality, incests or any abominable acts. All criminal cases should be reported to the police. The 
police virtually do nothing and the tale of woes continues.         
 Kwakpovwe (2013) writes that in Northern Nigeria, a middle aged man who attempted to sell his six month old 
daughter at six million naira was arrested. When questioned, the man admitted committing the offence but confessed to 
doing it due to poverty. Amaize (2016:7) writes that three men, aged 70years, 65years and 58years repectively and 
severally raped and defiled a 15 year old girl. When old grandfathers indulge in amoral behaviour with a 15year old girl, 
is that not mental disorder? Today, gay marriages and lesbian relationships are no more abominations. People do anything 
they like and never consider that people reap whatever they sow. Of all the things God created, He regretted creating only 
man because man is evil and does abominable things not thinking of what or how God will punish him for the evil done, 
as the poet observes in stanza 6. But the men have forgotten that one day, the owner of the world will come in glory.   
 Dayo (2014) writes that a man allegedly killed his wife in Ondo State after an argument over sharing a bag of 
garri (cassava flour). He hit her on the head with a plank and she died. There is general collapse of morality among people 
of all nations. The moral failure in the modern society is quite alarming. This generation claims to be Christians, so many 
people attend churches but they have rejected God’s commandments and God’s counsel. When one rejects God’s words, 
we draw God’s wrath and it is a fearful thing to fall into the wrath of God. 
 The poet concludes by reminding men that God is still the owner of the universe and that one day he will come 
and judge the world over these evils and teach them that the world is vanity. 
 Our society has become so morally, socially, educationally, politically leprous that nobody knows how to remedy 
the situation. The leaders themselves do not know which way to go and everything is going down and it seems we are the 
architects of our doom.  
 Agbakwuru (2014:45) describes the level of development in the country as abysmal. It is sad that at many decades 
after independence, Nigeria is still a toddler and unfortunately, we are still being fed like a baby. The many sins in the 
nation is weighing down and obstructing progress for the citizens. The situation of things in the country is going down and 
when things turn bad, the poor masses suffer more than the rich. In this light, the poets’ concern is that all citizens should 
try as much as possible to desist from evil for the glory of God to manifest, and to be free from punishment, for no sinner 
goes unpunished, no nation saddled with such atrocities like Nigeria shall go unpunished. Righteousness exalts a nation 
but sin is a reproach. 
 
 
The Style of Writing in ‘Ụwa Ọjọọ Nke A’ 
 
Exposition: The poet tries to convey the specific subjects across to the reader in such a way that the reader instantly 
believes that there are too many vices, prevalent in society and uses such sentences like  
‘Ụwa nke a dịkwa egwu’ This world is terribly evil 
Ọ dị egwu, nwanne m             So terrible my brother 
Ọ na-eyi m egwu  It baffles me 
Ọ gwụtọrọ agwọtọ  It is horribly evil 
Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ              So very horribly evil 
These show or depict pictures of rottenness, decay, debasement – ‘Gwọtọrọ agwọtọ’, ‘p ịtọrọ apịtọ’. 
 
Diction:  The choice of words are not that easy to understand because of the constant use of proverbs which are hard to 
understand until one think twice and thrice before he/she can decipher the meaning. 
 
Tone: The tone is lamentative, condemning and scornful as he criticizes the atrocities and decay observed in the society 
today. 
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Figurative Language: The language of the poem is not easy and the poet uses figurative expressions which add flavour 
to the poem. 
 
Nsinụụda (Onomatopoeia) 
i. Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọ (stanza 2, line 4) 
ii. Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ (stanza 2, line 5) 
These are sounds of decay, rottenness, hopeless situation 
 
Repetition 
i. Ọ dị egwu, nwanne m (Stanza 2, line 2)                 So terrible my brother 
 Ọ na-eyi egwu                                                  It baffles me 
 Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ (stanza 2, line 4)                    It is horribly evil 
 Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ (stanza 2, line 5)                           So very terribly evil  
ii. Ị na-ahụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-eme (Stanza 3, line 2)  Do you see the actions of      
    men? 

Ị na-ahụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-ekwu (Stanza 3, line 3)     Do you hear what they utter? 
iii. Jiri ya na-agba bọọlụ (Stanza 3, line 5)                         Playing it like football 

Jiri ya na-eti epele (Stanza 3, line 6)                             Making fun of it 
iv. Sị gị bịa ka gị na ha nwalee (Stanza 3, line 10)              Asking that you compete with their 

Sị gị bịa ka a makatene (Stanza 3, line 10)                    Saying let us know 
 

Repetition of ‘ị’, ‘o’, ‘Jiri ya’, ‘S ị gị bịa’, makes the poem sound musical. 
Proverb: 
i. Nwanza rijuo afọ When the weak/small eats to his full  

O kwe chi ya mgba  He stages a fight with his god (Stanza 3, line 16 & 17) 
ii. Dibia ñujuo afọ  
Ọ bụọ mgboọrọgwụ n’ajọ ọhịa   (Stanza 3, line 19 & 20) 
Proverbs are words of wisdom that makes the reader think twice and thrice in order to figure out the meanings. The 
expressions adorn words and make the writing artistic. 
 
Idioms: 
i. Jiri ya na-agba bọọlụ 
 Jiri ya na-eti epele – Making fun of something 
ii. Echielie ihu n’elu (Meaning to die) 
 Ghasa ụkwụ, ghasa aka (Meaning not to be alive again) 
 Mechie ọnụ, mechie anya – Depicts the mortality of man 
 
Simile: 
Tọgborọ ka ogwe osisi  - Lying like a log of wood (Stanza 4, line 8) 
 
Assonance: 
i. Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ 
ii. Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ 
iii. Echelie ihu n’elu 
iv. Ọ bụọ mgbọrọgwụ n’ajọ ọhịa 
v. Ha gaara ama gị ụra 
vi. Maka na ọ na - abụ 
vii. Ghasa ukwu, ghasa aka 
The repetitions of these vowels sounds, ọ, e, a, make the poem musical. 
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Alliteration: 
i. Felie feba n’ime igwe 
ii. Ọ gwọtọrọ agwọtọ` 
iii. Ọ pịtọrọ apịtọ 
iv. Ị na-anụkwa ihe ụmụụwa na-ekwu 
v. Ghasa ụkwụ, ghasa aka 
 
Recommendations  
 In the poem Ụwa Ọjọọ Nke a, the poet criticizes the evil and terrible things perpetuated in the society today. This 
calls for change and repentance from the decay and atrocities that has filled the world. People should desist from evil for 
sin destroys destinies and careers. Righteousness exalts a nation but sin is a reproach, also no sin committed by a person 
ever goes unpunished. God made all things but regretted creating only man. Man is filled with evil. People should be 
careful with the way they behave for one surely reaps what he sows. 
 
Conclusion  

The most important responsibility for all is to resolve to re-commit ourselves to instilling Godly principles and 
values in our offspring. It is the parents’ primary and fundamental duty to teach their children the way of God. More 
importantly it is their responsibilities to teach by words and conduct, that it is important to fear God. In the midst of the 
economic challenges one must never abandon the responsibility of devoting time to the task of training the children in the 
right norms and attitudes to follow. 
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Abstract 

This paper deliberated on the process of word formation with reference to the function of rule of vowel harmony and 
syllabic nasal in one of the dialects of Igbo which is spoken in Nnewi, Nigeria.  The study eụamined the collaboration of 
types of vowels and the syllabic nasals of Igbo to form words in Nnewi dialect of Igbo language using Generative 
Phonology (GP). The GP analysis establishes that the rule of vowel harmony and that of syllabic nasal usage are 
important indices in word formation process in Nnewi dialect. Eụplicitly, words like nma, mdụ,, ọkwụte, osịsị,  are not 
acceptable forms in Nnewi dialect. The data used for the study were collected through reading of books, articles, journals 
and through internet. Introspective method was also employed in the study in the sense that the researcher served as part 
of the tools used for the supply of the data being a proficient native speaker of Nnewi dialect. The study is descriptive and 
the theoretical framework adopted for the study is Generative phonology. The data analysed for the study discovered that 
until the rules of grammar of Igbo language are applied in the day to day word formation and usage in Nnewi dialect of 
Igbo, those words formed or used arbitrarily or subjectively (without following the acceptable convention) remain 
alienable  to Nnewi dialect and in fact to Igbo language generally. The study noticed that some words eụist that did not 
agree with the rules of Igbo language. Such words may have been formed or used by those (either as Igbo L2 learners or 
native speakers) who do not recognize nor understood the rules of Igbo grammar and as a result, made modifications that 
are not in accord with the rule of word formation in the language. Furthermore, it was eọually found out that even though 
some Igbo scholars may have believed that Igbo language attest only total vowel harmony, this paper wants to argue that 
Nnewi dialect of Igbo and indeed Igbo language  allows partial vowel harmony in the formation of its words even though 
eụamples of such words may be minute . 
 
Key Words: Word formation, Nnewi, Dialect, Vowel harmony, Generative phonology. 
 

Introduction 

Language is a universal phenomenon that distinguishes man from other creatures. It is universal in the sense that 
every man from whatever tribe and tongue eụercise his or her speech apparatus to produce utterances that yields to 
communication. Universality of all human endeavours could be seen in the obvious fact that basically every language 
across the world possesses form classes such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, conjunctions and the like. Languages 
possess universal ọuality when it is targeted towards achieving interpersonal relationships. Language could also be termed 
a universal phenomenon because all languages worldwide are made up of consonants and vowels. All things being eọual, 
the universality of language does not deny the fact that every individual language in the world possesses its specific 
characteristics that in a way separate it from other human languages. Such specific features could be seen when the 
formation of words as well as the grammatical construction in that language have to conform to the rule of grammar of 
that language. It is these uniọue ọualities that ọualify a language as an independent language. Part of such peculiarities is 
embedded on the accepted convention as agreed by the native speakers of the language. For eụample it is obvious that all 
languages have consonants and vowels that are combined to form words in the language, yet every individual language 
has its irreplaceable way of combining these sounds (consonants and vowels) to form its words. It is on this premise that 
this paper poised to look at those ọualities that single out a particular language from the other as it pertain to Nnewi 
dialect of Igbo language to find out whether all the words used by the Nnewi dialect speakers of Igbo conform to the rules 
of Igbo grammar or if there are nonconforming words in use in day to day interaction among the Nnewi dialect speaker of 
Igbo.   
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Nnewi is the second largest city in Anambra State in south-eastern Nigeria. Nnewi as a metropolitan city 
encompasses two local government areas, Nnewi North and Nnewi South; Nnewi North is commonly referred to as 
Nnewi central, and comprises four autonomous ọuarters: Otolo, Uruagu, Umudim, and Nnewi-ichi. Nnewi North also 
includes Ichi, an autonomous neighbouring town. Nnewi has an estimated population of 391,227 according to 2006 
Nigeria census. The city spans over 1,076.9 sọuare miles (2,789 km2) in Anambra State. Nnewi dialect is recognized as 
one of the full-fledged dialects of Igbo language. The dialect is used by all Nnewi indigenes in their day to day social, 
educational, judicial, economic and political interactions both home and abroad (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nnewi).
 In forming Igbo words especially in Nnewi dialect for instance, there is every tendency for language user to 
observe the rule of vowel harmony as well as keeping in mind the rules that guide the use of syllabic nasals (semi-vowels) 
in forming words in the dialect in which case morphology of Igbo language spelt out the dos and don’ts of Igbo grammar 
as it pertains to Nnewi dialect (http://www.nairaland.com/1829096/brief-history-nnewi). 

Literature Review  

Morphology according to Crystal (1980, p. 225), is the branch of grammar which studies the structure of words, 
primarily through the use of morpheme constructs.  Fromkin and Rodman (1998, p.69) are of the view that the study of 
the internal structure of words, and the rules by which words are formed is called morphology. Aronoff and Fudeman 
(2005, p. 1) posit that morphology, in linguistics, refers to the mental system involved in word formation or to the branch 
of linguistics that deals with words, their internal structure, and how they are formed. Similarly, Malkjaer (1991, p. 314) 
affirms that morphology is the study of the meaningful parts of words. Spencer (1991, p. 4) also opines that morphology is 
the branch of linguistics that is concerned with the knowledge of word structure. In the same vein, Tomori (1999, p. 21) 
included that morphology is the study of the structure of word, meaning – the study of the rules governing the formation 
of linguistic words in a language. Atkinson et al. (1982, p. 19) argues that Morphology received an appraisal in the 1970s 
to re-evaluate the long held perception that morphology is just the study of the structure of words. This is because words 
operate both on a syntagmatic and paradigmatic relationship within and outside the conceptual words. Asher (1994, p. 72) 
equally adds that no meaningful consideration of what the word is, will be complete without a clear consideration of the 
morpheme. The morpheme, in itself, could be seen therefore as the hard-core of any morphological process. 

        Matthews (1974, p. 47) intoned that morphology is relevant to any language because it explicates the rules 
governing the transformational patterns of the words of that language. This view is supported by Tomori (1977, p. 21), 
who states how the words in a language should be modified to reflect changes in gender, number, case, aspect and tense. 
Linguists agree that such laws on morphological transformations vary from one language to another, and that prompted 
Tomori to add that if those rules are not recognized and understood by the foreign learner of the language, he may make 
modifications that are not in accord with the rule of word formation in that language and, in that particular instance, he 
may coin wrong forms by analogy. 
          Having gone through the contributions of some scholars pertaining to morphology, this paper targets to examine the 
modus operandi of word formation in Nnewi dialect based on Tomori‘s (1977, p. 21) assumption that if the rules 
governing word formation are not well recognized and understood by either the native speaker or the learner of a 
language, he may make modifications that are not in accord with the rule of word formation in that language.  This paper 
also worked to investigate some words in Nnewi dialect to showcase the importance of mastering the rules of grammar of 
language both by the native language users and the language learners. This paper assumes that it is not only the language 
learners that need to recognize and understand the rules of grammar of a language in order not to deviate from the 
acceptable norms guiding word formation in the language but the native speakers also who do not know their onus in the 
right application of rules of grammar and their usage in their language with particular reference to Nnewi dialect. 

 Word Formation 

       Matthews (1991, p. 37) defines word formation as that branch of morphology which deals with relations between a 
complex lexeme and a simple (r) lexeme. Marchand (1969) complements that word formation is that branch of the 
sciences of language which studies the pattern on which a language forms new lexical units.  Rubba (2004) views word 
formation as the processes that deal with the ways new words are created in English.  Rufa’i (1979, p.1) augmented that 
word formation encompasses with formally and semantically analysable composite forms in language. 
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Vowel Harmony 

           Ikekonwu et al. (1999, p. 14) observe that there is no coming together of the organs of speech and as such there is 
no constriction at the oral cavity at the production of vowel sounds. They further stress that the description of vowel 
sounds poses more difficulty because their places of articulation are not as obvious as those of the consonant sounds. Igbo 
vowels according to Ikekonwu et al. (1999, p. 15) are eight in number. They include, a, e, i, ị, o, ọ, u, ụ. Based on the 
phonology of Igbo language, vowels of Igbo are divided into two (heavy vowels and light vowels). This division is as a 
result of a phonological process called vowel harmony. In a language that observes vowel harmony, some vowels co-
occur in words because those vowels that occur together to form words share similar characteristics. In Igbo for instance, 
we have group ‘A’ and group ‘E’ vowels. Under group ‘A’ we have ị, a, ụ, ọ and e, i, u, o, under group ‘E’. When 
producing group ‘E’ (i, e, u, o) vowels, there is no closure at the pharyngeal cavity and that is why they are referred to as 
ị-ATRṅ vowels but during the production of group ‘A’ (ị, a, ụ, ọ), there use to be closure of the pharyngeal cavity as a 
result of the retraction of the tongue root and that is why they are also referred to as ị+ATRṅ  vowels (Ikekonwu 1999, p. 
16). Owolabi (1989, 41) argues that vowel harmony is an example of co-occurrence restriction among vowels such that all 
vowels that occur in a defined domain share one phonetic feature in common. Vowel harmony can be total or partial. In 
total harmony, the vowels in the vowel system of a language are split into two and are constrained to occur with each 
other. Partial vowel harmony includes that the vowels in the language fall into two or more harmonic sets with overlaps. 
Similarly, Crystal (1992, p. 168) puts it that vowel harmony involves the type of assimilation which takes place when 
vowels come to share certain features with contrastive vowels elsewhere in a word or phrase. Crystal’s assertion was 
exemplified with a situation where a front vowel in the first syllable of a word would require the presence of a front vowel 
in the second syllable. Nnewi dialect of Igbo conventionally attests total vowel harmony in accordance to the phonology 
of Igbo language. The light vowels ị+ATRṅ in the dialect as well as in Igbo language as a whole are a, ị, ọ, ụ and the 
heavy vowels ị-ATRṅ on the other hand are e, i, o, u. The light vowels co-occur to form words in the dialect; in the same 
vein, heavy vowels come together to form words in the dialect. This means to say that there should be no co-occurrence of 
ị+ATRṅ and ị-ATRṅ vowels in Nnewi Igbo words. Allocates 

Theoretical Framework 

The data for this study was analysed according to the perspective of Generative Phonology.  Chomsky and Halle 
(1968, p.5) sees generative phonology as a phenomenon that views speech as sequences of discrete segments which are 
complexes of a particular set of phonetic features and the simultaneous and sequential combination of these features and 
constraints. Generative phonology accounts for some language phenomena such as foreign accent, speech error, linguistic 
intuition and others. Generative phonology is a rule of grammar that tells when the correct representation of utterances has 
been carried out by the native language speaker based on his internalized grammar. Generative phonology also throws 
more light on the underlying aspects of a language from which the surface representations are derived. Generative 
phonology further illuminates how the surface structures are related as well as describes the forms and functions of the 
phonological rules which relate them. 

Analysis of Word Formation in Nnewi Dialect 

              One of the peculiarities of Nnewi dialect and Igbo words as a whole among other things is that it follows the rule 
of Igbo grammar (rule of vowel harmony and that of syllabic nasal). This is achieved by making sure that the letters of 
Igbo alphabet that co-join to form each word belong to the same group of vowel and the semi-vowel. In this case it is 
either the sounds of Igbo language join either light vowel (Group A) or heavy vowel (Group E) or that they join semi-
vowel /m/ or /n/ to form acceptable Igbo words in the dialect. 
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Words formed in combination of light vowels (Group A vowels) include: 

 Words    Gloss 

o ̣́kpà   leg    

àzụ̀zu ̣̀    catarrh  

ọ́jị́   kola 

ábụ́bọ̄   vegetable 

ákụ́kọ́   story  

ọ́kụ́   fire 

ọ̀kụ̀   wooden plate or wooden pot 

ı ̣̀gbà   drum 

ákụ́   palm kernel  

ákwụ́   palm fruit 

ụ̀mị́   well( a place dug for water to accumulate to 

               be fetched) 

ọ̀kpụ̀kpọ̄kụ̄  hearth 

ákụ̀kụ̀   side 

ọ́sı ̣́sọ̄   ọuickly 

ọ̀kụ́kọ̀   fowl 

ụ́gụ̄   pumpkin 

ụ́zọ̀   door 

ọ́kwụ̀rụ̀             okra 

ákpụ̀rụ̄   eụcreta of animals 

àlà   ground  

ọ́dụ̄   pestle   

ọ́dụ̀   tail 

ọ́gwụ̀   medicine 

ọ́kpụ́kpụ́  bone 

ụ́tàrà   pounded food(for swallow)   

u ̣̀do ̣̀    rope 
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ányàsı̣ ̀   night 

ọ́nụ̄   mouth 

àzụ́   back 

ázụ̀   fish 

àkwụ́kwụ̀  epilepsy  

átụ́rụ̄   sheep 

ọ̀sịśọ́   sweat  

ákpı ̣̀   scorpion 

ọ́bā   barn 

àgbụ́gbọ̄  pen(for animals) 

ágbákụ́rụ́  centipede  

ọ̀mụ́   palm frond 

àgbụ́sı ̣ ̀   black ant 

ùkó   ceiling 

ájụ̀   dizziness 

ọ̀gọ̀dọ̀   wrapper 

Words formed with Heavy vowel (Group E vowels) 

Nnewi Dialect   Gloss 

ójókō   plantain 

ùdènè   vulture 

ófē   soup 

òbèjìrì   machete 

úgbènè   feather 

ùnèrè   banana 

úté   mat 

óché   chair 

ùchíchì   night 

ékú   wooden spoon 

égbè   hawk 
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ùgò   eagle 

ùdídē   spider 

ùkwù   heap 

úkwù   hip 

úzè   sọuirrel 

ígwè   iron 

íkwè   mortar 

úrùkpù   cloud 

úbè   spear 

ùbé   pear 

òsú   outcast 

íbì   elephantiasis of the scrotum 

éjù   pan (made of clay) 

óbē   an object  used for climbing 

ígbègìrì                              the beginning of the stem of palm frond  
                                           (that contains thorns 
éwú   goat 

ósò   pepper 

ídìdè   earthworm  

òkpò   worms (in the stomach) 

ìtè    pot 

ìkó   cup 

úkwùīsò  pillar (of the house) 

óbóró   a bed like object made with clay (for sitting  
                                            or sleeping) 
óníkẹ̣̣̣̄

̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣̣

   aụe 

Language grows just as living things grow. In a bid for language to grow, phenomenon of word borrowing comes into 
play. One language tends to borrow certain words from another to add to her lexical items in order to survive or to 
develop. Nnewi dialect of Igbo language is not an exception in the race of language survival and development. According 
to the principles that guide the grammatical construction in Igbo, words that are borrowed from other languages are 
usually formed, spelt or written and phonologically processed  (such as involving the rule of vowel insertion) to suit the 
rules and principles Igbo grammar. The following are examples of borrowed words in Nnewi dialect which their 
formation and spelling have to agree with rules of word formation in Igbo: 
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Borrowed Words in Nnewi Dialect  Source Language (English) 

simenti   cement 

pọmụpụ  pump 

tebulu   table 

televishọnụ  television 

bọketi   bucket 

bọtụlụ   bottle 

fanụ   fan 

turenu   train 

moto   motor 

gụlasị   glass 

bedi   bed 

redio   radio 

sutovu   stove 

kọmputa  computer 

shu   shoe 

fonu   phone 

kalịnda   calendar 

foto   photo 

bụlọkụ   block 

buredi   bread 

sukulu   school 

fatalaịza  fertilizer 

waya   wire 

ketụlụ   kettle 

fụlakịsị   flask 

supageti  spaghetti 

ọganụ   organ 

igini   engine 
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pọpọ   pawpaw 

mbụrọda  umbrella 

Nnewi dialect of Igbo is known to have open ended syllable structure, nonetheless; some words are noticed to begin with 
consonants. Pertinent to note that such words that start with consonants do not have their initial sounds as ordinary 
consonants but syllabic nasals which otherwise are called semi-vowels in Igbo language (which in Nnewi dialect can 
stand by itself as a syllable because it is also a tone bearing unit in Igbo which means that it does not need a supporting 
vowel sound to stand as a syllable). As a result therefore, they are regarded as original Igbo words because their usage in 
word formation in the dialect adapt to the rule of Igbo grammar (otherwise called rule of syllabic harmonization) when 
combining with other sounds to produce words in Nnewi dialect of Igbo. The following are examples of words in Nnewi 
dialect that are formed with the combination of syllabic nasal /m/ with other sounds (consonants and vowels): 

Igbo Word  Gloss 

m̀gbúnyò back of the house 

m̀gbùájā outside the fence (usually at the back of the house) 

m̀kpúmè stone 

m̀bụ́zụ̀  cricket (edible) 

m̀gbá  wrestle 

ḿbè  tortoise 

m̀gbú  pain 

m̀kpọ́kụ̄ matches 

m̀bù  a club  

ḿmádụ ̀ a person 

ḿmánụ́  oil 

ḿmírī  water 

ḿgbèdè             evening 

ḿgbídí  a town in Igbo land 

m̀bàzụ̀  a digger 

ḿmà  knife 

ḿmā  beauty 

ḿmányá drink 

ḿmọ́nwụ́ masọuerade 

ḿmụ́ọ̄  spirit  

ḿméfiè sin 
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m̀bụ́bọ̀  farm (in front of the compound) 

ḿgbị́rịḿ́gbá bell 

ḿméwú  maltreat  

Underneath are eụamples of words that are preceded by a syllabic nasal /n/.  

Nnewi Dialect  Gloss 

ǹdélī  midnight 

ńsòwú  trouble or problem or disturbance 

ńtē  cricket (inedible) 

ńdụ̀  life 

ǹdìdì  patient 

ǹdù  maggot 

ńkị́tā  dog 

ńtùtù  hair  

ǹtụ́tụ̄  needle 

ńzū  native chalk 

ńzā  a specie of birds (usually small) 

ǹzè  a chieftaincy title among the Igbo 

ńnwá  a child 

ńnē  mother 

ńnà  father 

ǹtú  nail 

ńnékwú             hen 

ńkụ́  firewood 

ńtụ́  ash 

ǹkù  wing 

ńnụ̀nụ̀  bird 

ǹgwèrè  lizard 

ńgú  fetcher (used to pluck something from the tree) 
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Accordingly, some onomatopoeic words in Nnewi dialect correspond to vowel harmony in their formation. Eụamples of 
such words encompass the following: 

Onomatopoeic Words          Gloss 

kọị kọị     noise made by high heeled shoes   

gbim gbim   noise made by gunshot – gun powder 

tim tim     noise made by hitting hard on something 

nwụrị nwụrị    sound gotten when a soft object is sọueezed  

pọtọ pọtọ / pịtị pịtị     sound gotten when watery or very soft substance 

 is stepped upon 

kom kom    sound gotten from the hitting of a gong. 

    Nevertheless, there are some Igbo words that their formation may seem not to follow the rule of vowel harmony, however,   
in the formation of some of such words rule of vowel harmony still prevail. Examples of such words include compound 
words such as: 

Nnewi Words                                  Gloss 

ḿkpụ́rụ́ + édémédé    =  ḿkpu ̣́ ru ̣́édémédé     alphabet 

m̀yìrì     + ụ̀dàúmē     =  m̀yìrìụ̄dáúmē                syllabic nasal or semi-vowel 

ógwù     +  mágàlà    =   ógwùmágàlà               an animal that camouflages  

ụ́lọ̀         +  élū    =          ụ́lọ̀ēlù     upstairs 

ụ́gbọ́     +  élū    =           ụ́gbọ́élū     aeroplane 

ákwụ́    +   órù    =          ákwụ́órù     pineapple 

ụ̀dà   +       úmé   =          ụ̀dàúmē     vowel 

ụ́gbọ́     +   ḿmírī     =    ụ́gbọ́ḿmīrī    ship 

ụ́gbọ́    +    ókpóró    +   ígwè  =  ụ́gbọ́ókpōrōīgwè   train 

ányá   +       ḿmírī    =   ányáḿmīrī               tears 

ọ́gwụ̀   +      égō    =       ọ́gwụ̀ēgò     money ritual 

ányá   +        ọ́kụ́         = ányáọ̄kụ̄     jealousy  

àkpà   +         ósè     =     àkpàōsè     bag of pepper 

òmé   +          nà  +         ụ̀kọ́   = òménáụ̄kọ́   some who gives when it is scarce 

kpákpá    +   ǹdò   =        kpákpáǹdò    star 

nwá   +         òlógbō     = nwáòlōgbò    pussycat 

Òkó  +          ǹkwọ́      =  Òkòńkwọ̀     name 
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Óké     +       àfọ̀        =   Òkèáfọ̀     name 

Úchè    +  ńnà     = Úchèn̄ nà     name 

Ífé   +  ọ́má      = Íféọ́má        name   

Íjè     +   ọ́má    =   Íjèọ̄mā     name 

Íke ́    +   ńnà   =   Íkéńnà     name 

A very good look at the eụamples above indicate a miụture of ị+ATRṅ and ị-ATR} vowels in the formation of the 
aforementioned compound word, yet it can still be argued that each segment of the words that formed the compound 
words belong to one group of vowel (i.e. each composed on either ị+ATRṅ or ị-ATRṅ vowels. 

At the same time, some words in the dialect eụist which are not compound words and yet do not comply with rule of 
vowel harmony. Such words are:  

àhímù scent leaf 

ńjìnà snail 

Èméká name 

Ébùká name 

From the aforementioned illustration, it could be noticed that the words demonstrate partial vowel harmony in their 
formation. Such goes a long way to support that Nnewi dialect as well as Igbo language as a whole demonstrates partial 
vowel harmony because some of the listed eụamples obtain in Igbo language. 

All things being eọual, in the process of this study, some words which did not correspond to the rule of grammatical 
construction in Nnewi dialect and Igbo language in general were found. It is important to note that no matter how we 
feign ignorance of the rules of a language, or how a native speaker or a learner of a language  tries to modernise the 
leụical item of a language to resemble that/those of another language without any academic supporting literature, such 
construction can never be acceptable. In this connection therefore, constructions as below cannot be catalogued as part of 
Nnewi dialect and indeed not Igbo words.  Some of such misspelt words comprise: 

okafor 

ekeh 

ezeh 

ukoh 

afor 

uzor 

ordu 

awka 

orlu 

udoh 

orji 
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omeh 

ụkpọr  

Conclusion 

At the end of the study, it was found out that for either the native speaker or the learner of Nnewi dialect to form 
acceptable words in the dialect and in Igbo language as a whole, there is every tendency that such a person must do so 
based on the agreed convention of Igbo grammar. The study also revealed that even though majority of Nnewi dialect and 
some of Igbo words agree with total vowel harmony, some evidence of partial vowel harmony still eụist in the dialect as 
well as in Igbo language as a whole. 

Recommendation  

The study recommends that the elites in Igbo language need to come up with programmes that will sensitize both Nnewi 
dialect speakers and all the Igbo language speakers on the need to constantly use their dialect and language wherever they 
are and in all forms of communication especially among the Igbo native speakers without feeling shy or uncivilized; 
because it is said that practice makes perfect and what you do constantly will never elude you coupled with the adage that 
says that whatever you call your thing is what it is. It is believed also that Nnewi dialect and Igbo language as a whole will 
survive and develop as others like English if we the owners and the speakers become proud of it and use it 
conscientiously. The paper at the same time suggests that vowels ị i, u, a, eṅ be regarded as neutral vowels; since they 
seem to co-occur with both ị+ATRṅ and ị-ATRṅ vowels  in certain Igbo words.  
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Abstract:  

This research work examines the effects of chromium on the structural sensitive properties of copper-10%aluminium 
alloys produced using local techniques, as a potential replacement for conventional structural materials. The first approach 
to this research was melting and casting samples with a crucible furnace and sand casting technique. Metals were charged 
into the furnace according to their melting points. Chromium was introduced into the cast in different proportions from 1-
10wt% also a cast with 0wt% of chromium. After the homogenization of the alloys, the samples were sectioned, grinded, 
polished and etched before viewing under an optical metallographic microscope. Mechanical tests were carried out on the 
samples such as yield strength, hardness and tensile strength which show level of hardness, yield strength and ductility of 
each sample. At the end of the experiments, it was concluded that the addition of chromium to copper-10%aluminium 
increases both hardness, yield and tensile strength of copper-10%aluminium alloy and reduces its ductility. 

KEYWORDS: Copper-10%aluminium, Chromium, Microstructure, Tensile and Yield Strength, Hardness, Microscope. 

Introduction 

In recent times non-ferrous metals and alloys have become so important that technological development without them is 
unconceivable. Among the most important non-ferrous metals is copper with its alloys. Copper excels among other non-
ferrous metals because of its high electrical conductivity, high thermal conductivity, high corrosion resistance, good 
ductility and malleability, and reasonable tensile strength [2]. The ever-present demand by the electrical industries for the 
worlds diminishing resources of copper has led industry to look for cheaper materials to replace the now expensive copper 
alloys. Whilst the metallurgist has been perfecting more ductile mild steel, the engineer has been developing more 
efficient methods of forming metals so that copper alloys are now only used where high electrical conductivity or suitable 
formability coupled with good corrosion resistance are required [13]. The copper-base alloys include brasses and bronzes, 
the latter being copper-rich alloys containing either tin, aluminum, silicon or beryllium [1,3]. Aluminum bronze is a type 
of bronze in which aluminum is the main alloying element added to copper. It is useful in a great number of 

engineering structures with a variety of the alloys finding applications in different industries [10]. Aluminum bronze is a 
type of bronze in which aluminum is the main alloying metal added to copper. A variety of aluminum bronze of different 
composition have found industrial use, with most ranging from 5% to 11% aluminum by weight, the remaining mass 
copper, other alloying element such as iron nickel, manganese and silicon are also sometime added to aluminum bronze 
[5]. The relatively higher strength of aluminum bronze compared with other copper alloys makes it more suitable for the 

production of forgings, plates, sheets, extruded rods and sections [3, 8]. Aluminum bronze gives a combination of chemo-
mechanical properties which supersedes many other alloy series, making them preferred, particularly for critical 

applications [4]. Aluminum increases the mechanical properties of copper by establishing a face- centred-cubic (FCC) 

phase which also improves the casting and hot working properties of the base metal [14]. Other alloying elements 
example magnesium, iron, tantalum, etc. also improve the mechanical properties and modify the microstructure. Nickel 

and manganese improve corrosion resistance, whereas iron is a grain refiner [6]. Despite these desirable characteristics, 
most aluminum bronze exhibit deficient response in certain critical applications such as sub-sea weapons ejection system, 
aircraft landing gears components and power plant facilities. The need to overcome these obvious performance limitations 
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in aluminum bronze is imperative to meet today’s emerging technologies [20]. Structure modification in aluminum 
bronze is accomplished through any or combination of the following processes; heat treatment, alloying and deformation. 
The choice of method however is usually determined by cost and effectiveness. The mechanical properties of aluminum 
bronzes depend on the extent to which aluminum and other alloying elements modify the structure [19, 15]. Hafnium and 
its alloy exhibit properties that provided unique technological capabilities among refractory metals. It can be used as a 

hardening element in cast version and also it improves weldability and corrosion resistance of cast alloys [9]. In spite of 
these wonderful attributes posed by aluminium bronzes, it is surprising to know that not much work have been done on 
aluminium bronzes in Africa especially in Nigeria. Structural applications are mostly based on ferrous materials, steels in 
particular [7]. Findings have shown that aluminium bronzes are fast replacing contemporary steel materials for some 
specific applications especially in components for marine or subsea applications. The consumption of aluminium bronzes 
have increased sharply in the USA and other countries due to their property of being non-rusting in marine environment as 
well as also their resistance to corrosion in highly aggressive environments. Aluminium bronze alloy construction for 
basic oxygen and electric arc furnace hoods, roofs and side vents was identified as a viable alternative for carbon steel 
construction for these equipments. The use of aluminium alloy was found to be as much as five times the life of 
comparable carbon steel [6].  This research work examines the effect of chromium on the structural sensitive properties 
of copper-10%aluminium alloys produced using local techniques, as a potential replacement for conventional structural 
materials. 

Materials and Equipments 

Materials and equipment used for t h i s  research work are: Pure copper scraps, pure aluminum scraps, chromium metal 
powder, crucible furnace, stainless steel crucible pot, lath machine, weighing balance, venire caliper, bench vice, electric 
grinding machine, hack-saw, mixer, scoping spoon, electric blower, rammer, molding box, hardness testing machine, 
universal tensile testing machine, impact testing machine,  metallurgical microscope etc. 

Table 1: Cu-10%Al alloy chemical composition (wt%) 

Cu Al  Fe Ca K S Cl O C 

89.69 9.67 0.08 0.04 0.03 0.07 <0.01 <0.01 0.4 

 

Experimental Procedures 

Melting and casting of alloys  

Sand casting was used to produce eleven separate samples based on its advantages of low cost, ease of use and flexibility 
in the production of alloys with pre-selected composition of 1.0 to 10% of chromium content. The crucible furnace was 

preheated for about 15 minutes. Copper was charged into the furnace pre-set at 1200 oC and heated till it melted. 
Aluminum was dissolved inside the molten metal. The modifying element (chromium) was introduced based on varying 
compositions after the control sample had been cast. The melt was manually stirred in  order to ensure homogeneity 
and to facilitate uniform distribution of the alloying element before casting, machining and mechanical testing took place.  

Mechanical Test Samples 

Copper-10%aluminium alloy without chromium as contro l  sample was selected 
aside while others containing chromium at various weight percentage compositions were selected and machined as per 
ASTM E8M-04 standards.  see figures below. 
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Fig: (i) Tensile test specimen (ii) Notch impact test specimen, (iii) Hardness/microstructure specimen. 

 

Mechanical Test:  
The ultimate tensile strength was tested on Instron (Model 600DX) universal testing machine while a Brinell hardness 
machine with 2.5mm diameter ball indenter and 62.5N minimum was used to determine the hardness property. Charpy 
impact test machine was used to carry out impact strength. 
 
Structural Analysis 
Preparation of material was done by grinding, polishing and etching, so that the structure can be examined using 
optical metallurgical microscope. The specimens were grinded by the use of series of emery papers in order of 220, 
500, 800, and 1200 grits and polished using fine alumina powder. An iron (iii) chloride acid was used as the etching 
agent before mounting on the microscope for microstructure examination and micrographs. 

  Results and Discussion 

Table 2: Mechanical properties test results 

Alloy  Yield 
Strength 
(MPa) 

Ultimate 
Tensile 

Strength 
(Mpa) 

Hardness 

(Hv) 

Elongation % 

 

Cu-10%Al (control) 167 331 104 36.04 

Cu-10%Al+1.0Cr 228 385 129 24.64 

Cu-10%Al+2.0Cr 298 433 181 23.16 

Cu-10%Al+3.0Cr 381 484 247 21.56 

Cu-10%Al+4.0Cr 416 529 293 18.46 

Cu-10%Al+5.0Cr 441 586 330  15.64  

Cu-10%Al+6.0Cr 478 605 349 15.14 

Cu-10%Al+7.0Cr 518 623 381 14.86 



 

 

Cu-10%Al+8.0Cr 

Cu-10%Al+9.0Cr 

Cu-10%Al+10Cr 

 

Figure 1; effect of chromium composition on properties of Cu
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488 574 364 

456 549 343 

441 516 330 

Figure 1; effect of chromium composition on properties of Cu-10%Al alloy. 
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Plate 1: Micrograph of Cu-10%Al  

 

 

Plate 2: Micrograph of Cu-10%Al +4.0%Cr

 

Plate 3: Micrograph of Cu-10%Al +6.0%Cr
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 (x400) 

10%Al +4.0%Cr  (x400) 

10%Al +6.0%Cr  (x400) 

phase 

 

 

 

 

α + κ phase 

 

 

 



 

 

Plate 4: Micrograph of Cu-10%Al +7.0%Cr 

 

Plate 5: Micrograph of Cu-10%Al +8.0%Cr
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10%Al +7.0%Cr  (x400) 

10%Al +8.0%Cr  (x400) 

k-phase 

phase 
 Κ phase

 

 

 phase 
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Plate 6: SEM of Cu-10%Al alloy 

 

 

 

Figure 3: EDX of Cu-10%Al alloy 

 

 

Plate 7: SEM of Cu-10%Al alloy with Cr 
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Plate 8: SEM of Cu-10%Al alloy with Cr 

 

 

Figure 4: EDX of Cu-10%Al alloy with Cr 

Results of the mechanical properties responses by test samples are displayed in Table 1 and Figures 1&2, it was observed 
that as composition of chromium increased the mechanical properties (hardness, yield and tensile strength) increased 
while percentage elongation decrease. This treatment significantly improved the hardness, yield and tensile properties of 
the alloys particularly in the sample containing 7.0% composition of chromium as compared to the sample with zero % 
composition of chromium though with significant reduction in ductility (elongation). This was probably due to the 
transformation of the β-phase present in the structure to produce structures of α + k eutectoid in a matrix of α dominance. 
This structure has no clear area of stress concentration but rather has lamellar shape and processes better combination of 
mechanical properties. It was observed that after the peak values at 7.0% of chromium composition, yield strength, tensile 
strength and hardness decreased and elongation increased because of the coarsening of the finely dispersed precipitates as 
the their content increased. 

 

 

Secondary κ 
phases 
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Structural Analysis with SEM AND EDX 

The microstructures developed by the samples are shown in Plates 1 to 8. From plate 1 which is the control sample, it was 
observed that the microstructure consists of large coarse interconnected intermetallic Cu9Al4 compound and α+ gamma 
phases. This alloy exhibits the lowest mechanical properties in terms of yield strength, tensile strength, hardness and 
elongation because of the coarse microstructure. Plate 2 to 8 show the microstructures of Copper-10%aluminium alloy 
treated with 1-10wt % chromium respectively. Apart from different intermetallic compounds, three major phases were 
revealed under the optical microscopes, scanning electron microscopy: α-phase, ß-phase and α +κ eutectoid while figure 3 
&4 of EDX reveals the elements present in the alloy and their peak. The α-phase increased in size as the composition of 
chromium increases. This led to the formation of fine lamellar form of kappa (k) precipitates present in the 
microstructures. Beta-phase decreased in size as the weight percentage composition of chromium increased thereby 
allowing little or no phase to precipitate. Presence of sparse distribution of kappa precipitates in the predominated α + 
matrix caused smaller grains to   emerge in increasing quantity creating smaller lattice distance thereby resulting to 
improvement of mechanical properties. The amount of the fine lamellar kappa phase within the matrix increased 
compared to plates (1&2) where fewer kappa phase was observed.  

Conclusion  

� It was observed from experiments that addition of chromium to copper-10%aluminium alloys stabilizes the beta 
phase, suppresses formation of gamma phase and brought about refinement in the alloys structure.  

� Sand casting was found effective-base on its advantages of low cost, ease of use and flexibility in the local 
production of the binary alloys with carefully selected composition of 1 to 10wt% chromium content. 

� Specimen that contains 7.0wt% composition of chromium gave the highest values of mechanical properties with 
ultimate tensile strength in the range of 623MPa, yield strength of 518MPa, elongation of around 14.86% and 
hardness values of 381BHN. This agrees with Adeyemi, et.al (2013) that addition of modifying elements like 
magnesium will increase the mechanical properties of aluminum bronze.   
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Abstract 

Poetry is one of the genres of Literature. If one is just beginning to delve into the world of poetry, one may initially feel 
overwhelmed by the occasional ambiguity and inaccessibility of this literary style. Poetry, therefore, is a method of 
literary expression which suggests by means of imagery, rhythm, and sound, (Egudu, 1985:4). The findings reveal two 
ways through which a poet manifests or exhibits his ingenuity in the manipulation of language for aesthetic effects. These 
are exploiting the established possibilities in the language and by creating new communicative possibilities. Through 
phonological and lexical cohesion, and rhythm, he creates with elements already in the language. Through lexical, 
phonological and grammatical deviation, he attempts to establish new areas of communication. Also figurative language is 
the language used in such a way as to force words out of their literal meanings by emphasizing their connotations to bring 
new insight and feeling to the subject. Most words convey several meanings or shades of meaning at the same time. It is 
the poet’s duty to find words which, when used in relation to other words in the poem, will carry the precise intention of 
thought. This paper therefore, aims at discussing language of Igbo poetry with reference to some selected written Igbo 
poems. Owing to the role language plays in poetry, the study cannot be exhaustive. It therefore recommends further 
studies. 

Introduction 

 Language is considered to be a system of communicating with people using sound, symbols and words in 
expressing a meaning, idea or thought. The vital role which language plays in human life cannot be over-emphasized. It is 
used in every discipline as a means of communication. Nonetheless, its use in literature is mainly artistic. Igbo poetry as 
one of the genres of literature is one of the means of transmitting Igbo language. The language of discourse here is with 
special reference to poetry. Again, it is observed that the emphasis on the artistic use of language has been noted by many 
critics and literary stylisticians, some of them, at times, go as far as to highlight only the stylistic aspect of poetry at the 
expense of the content aspect. 

 Nevertheless, every genre of literature uses language as a medium of communication. The Igbo man’s thought 
and value are preserved through language in written or oral forms of poetry Egudu (1985:1) sees poetry as literature in the 
first instance, as one of the major branches of literature. Poetry has regular stanzas, rhyme, et cetera. One of the secrets of 
good poetry is cohesion. However, Murphy (1972:22) is of the view that when a poet writes a poem, he uses the words 
that are available to all speakers of that language. What makes him a poet however is that he uses them with greater 
awareness and with conscious artistry? 
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 Going still by the idea of artistic use of language, Egudu (1985:113) in his observation affirms that, 

Poetry… expresses thoughts, ideas, or experiences, and the feeling or emotion associated 
with them. But this function is not peculiar to it… This purpose, therefore, of expressing 
thought and feeling can be considered secondary. The purpose which belongs most 
uniquely to poetry is the creation of beauty which generates pleasure. 

 Put succinctly, to achieve the primary purpose of poetry which is the creation of beauty which generates pleasure 
as earlier stated, a poet has to use language creatively. This is however, without neglect of the content. This is why Obi 
(1991:3) sees poetry as the art of managing language and compelling it to obey one’s will. According to him, the poet 
bends language, fragments it and compels it to give experience a local habitation and a name. This is done to heighten 
thought, to pin emotions down, to evoke pictures and likeness in the reader’s mind, to say things in memorable 
expressions, and to give a name to the unnamed and the unknowable. Through these, a poet manifests his ingenuity in the 
genre. Beauty in poetry can be classified in expressional beauty and musical beauty. The first is realized by means of the 
special use of language, particularly imagery and the second is affected through sound and rhythm. Through the analysis 
of the data, the findings would have made these clear for more understanding. 

Literature Review 

 This area reviews the views of some scholars about the study of Igbo poems, especially the poet and poetry in 
examining the language of Igbo poetry. 

Conceptual Framework 

 In this study, the following concepts will be discussed. 

The Poet’s use of Language 

 A poet uses words that are available to the speakers of the language. Murphy (1972:22) affirms that what makes 
him a poet, however is that he uses the language with greater awareness, greater sensitivity and greater artistry. These help 
to create and generate pleasure as far as language is concerned. Worthy of note is that creativity in language can be 
achieved through cohesion, whereby the author, artistically patterns the established possibilities of the language through 
deviation. 

 Poetry whether written or oral is an outpouring of ones great emotional feeling using language.  The language of 
poetry is manipulated to yield aesthetic effects. This is similar to what Wordsworth, a romantic poet in Kennedy and Gioia 
(2007:703) believes that poetry is a spontaneous overflow of powerful feelings. To borrow a leaf from Egudu (2002:3), in 
traditional African societies, performers and even the audience have used poetry especially songs to accompany the 
activities of daily life and also to express their joys and sorrows. That is why we have things like dirge, panegyric poems, 
songs of sorrow and songs of joy and praise poems. In another way, we observe that there is a wealth of culture and fine 
feeling which find expression in our music in poetry. We sing when we fight, work, love, hate, a child is born, death takes 
a toll, et cetera. The fact is that there is no end to what can elicit oral poetry amongst African peoples. Professional 
performers use the art of poetry to serve the society.  The aim is not only to entertain and amuse but also to instruct and 
educate as poems contain deep reflections about the society and man’s place in it. Some poems treat the relationship 
between man and his relationship with nature (Okoye, 2012:156). Expanding his view, Okoye believes that we create 
poetry through imagination just like the sun, moon, river, hill, wife, husband, child, et cetera, or something which we 
cannot see but which caresses our creative souls. This is why most performers or poets harp on abstract imageries like 
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death, reincarnation, gods et cetera. It is because whenever creativity caresses the soul of the performer, it opens a new 
world for him and his vision of things that have never existed. 

Creativity in Language 

 In poetry, its primary purpose is the creation of beauty which generates pleasure and to achieve these, a poet has 
to use language creatively. We can also point out that when we talk about creativity in language, we also talk on the 
aspects, which will help us to do away from the idea that is only deviant language that qualifies being creative. 
Uzochukwu (1993:40), summarizes the views of some critics and stylisticians such as Traugott and Pratt (1980), that 
creativity in language can be achieved through cohesion, whereby the author artistically patterns the established 
possibilities of the language or through deviation, whereby the author creates new communicative possibilities which are 
not already in the language. 

Empirical Studies 

 Ordinarily, cohesion means joining or working together. That is to say, the state of condition of joining or 
working together to form a united whole, or the tendency to do this. 

To Mbah and Mbah (2007:351), poetry has cohesion or internal pattern and repetition exceeding those of most non-
literary genres. In other words, poetry has repeated refrains, parallelism, regular stanzas, rhymes, meter, rhythm, 
interactive assonance, alliteration and similar devices. Phenomenon of cohesion in literature and particularly in Igbo 
poetry shows that literature is an art and literary texts are constructed to produce in us a kind of experience in art in which 
symmetry and interplay of sameness and difference play a major role. Expanding these views, one can also observe that 
one o the secrets of good poetry is cohesion. However, when cohesion is too much as to outweigh the theme of the poem, 
it leads to doggerel or worthless verses. Different language types have different patterns of cohesion depending largely on 
the manner by which they make use of pitch variations. Okeabalama (1999:61-62), carried out a study on the main 
concern of poetry, and posits that poetry merely imitates a reality in the way video recording imitates an event. The 
pictures or an incident in a recorded event is not that event but a photographic representation of the event. When a cabinet 
builder builds a bed and another one copies him to make a similar bed, the second bed is at best another bed not the bed 
being copied. One’s photograph cannot be that person. In the same vein, what every poet is talking about is a 
photographic realization of his experience or even the figments of his imagination. 

 Okeabalama (1999) expanding his view, observed that poetry is the interpretative dramatization of experience. It 
is the form that most clearly asserts the specificity of literature. To Ebot (1998:43) if a poem appeals to us, it is because 
“the authorial aesthetic devices used are captivating and persuasive. And as rightly observed by Ricoeur (1994), through 
the employment of images and symbols, poetry, therefore is a text that has a multiple meaning. 

 Poetry is a medium through which man gives expressions to his inner feelings. Akporobaro (2006:304) states that: 

Poetry is a universal form of artistic self-expression. Through it man articulates his 
thought and feelings for public sharing and experience. Poetic expressions are to be 
found in all societies irrespective of their social and economic conditions and level of 
development 

Poetry has been used to store and preserve society’s (oral) tradition. Even at the present time, poetry is an 
effective means of arousing the consciousness of the people socially, politically and culturally. Through poetry, the poet 
tells the people the truth of life, mobilizes them for social change and in fact, prophesizes about the future. Ample 
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examples of these roles of poetry will be seen under analysis section. Nonetheless, poetry has intrinsic quality, which 
commends it as a handmaid to revolutionary action.  

Also, as a literary genre, it makes use of language cohesively and deviantly to express emotions thoughts and 
feelings.  Worthy of note, it is the poet’s job to find words which, when used in relation to other words in the poem, will 
carry the precise  intention of thought. Often, some of the more significant words may carry several layers or depths of 
meaning at once. The ways in which the meanings of words are used can be identified. 

Data Presentation and Analysis 

 We present here sample of poems used for the study to demonstrate or exhibit their ingenuity in the manipulation 
of language for aesthetic effects. We shall now examine how cohesion operates at the phonological and lexical levels in 
Igbo poetry. 

Phonological Cohesion 

 Phonology is the study of the pattern of speech sounds used in a particular language. To Mbah and Mbah 
(2007:352), phonology can be a source of cohesion in a text with such figurative phonic devices as alliteration, assonance 
and rhymes, all of which involve patterns created by repetition of the same or similar sounds. Alliteration, assonance and 
rhyme seem to be one of the ways of making a poem phonologically cohesive. As Okebalama (1985:62) observed, 
alliteration is the retention of initial consonant in two or more words in a line of poetry. There is consonance which is 
defined as the retention of the medial consonants in two or more words in a line of poetry. In fact, even though sounds in 
themselves have no meaning, there are ways of using sounds to compliment meaning. For example, Okafor (Nd: 27) gives 
a clear pictures to this in his poem titled  “N’[chx nta vootu” 

 Nye m vootu unu 

 ka m si n’eluigwe dqtara unu mmiri 

 Nyenụ m vootu unu 

 ka m si n’anyanwụ dọtara unu ọkụ latriki 

 Nyenụ m vootu unu 

 ka ụmụ unu gawa ụlọ ọgwụ n’efu 

 Alliteration, (B[amb[a Mgbochiume), is obvious in the excerpt as shown in the recurrence of the consonant 
sound: /ny, m, v, t, k/ and assonance, (B[amb[a xdaume) as exemplified in the recurrence of the vowel sound /e, o, u, e/, 
syllabic rhyme, (Ndakqr[ta nkejiokwu), is not common in Igbo; instead tonal rhyme (Ndakqr[ta xdaolu) occasionally 
occurs. Also, in the above excerpt, all initial words have identical tone, namely, low-low thus, illustrating the phenomena 
of tonal rhyme. We also observed that the incidence of tonal rhyme in the excerpt is a deliberate effort on the part of the 
artist. More so, the tonal rhyme do not feature only initially but also medially and finally as shown in the low-low tone 
pattern in “Vootu, unu, and efu”. 

 Worthy of note, the difference between consonance and alliteration consists in the difference in the positions of 
consonantal sounds in a line of poetry. While assonance, which is another element of sound in poetry, is the sounding 
alike of two or more vowels contained in lines of poetry. It strikes a contrast with consonance which has to do with 
consonantal sounds (Egudu, 1985:58). Let us look at another example of poem written by Obienyem (1975) titled “Qnwx” 

  Nwanyị para afị ime, ya n’uche (sic) 

  Isi waba nwoke ya n’uche (sic) 
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  Ọnwụ na-egbu onye nwere ego 

  Ọnwụ na-egbu onye enweghị ego 

  Ọnwụ, olee ebe mma gị dị? 

  Ọnwụ, I zoro ube gị ebee? (p. 3) 

 In the last stanza of the poem the tempo of rhyme gradually rises as the poet (shrewdly) introduces assonance. 
Also in this stanza, the burden is on the idea of the inevitability of the phenomenon of death, which we must learn to 
accept without questioning, thereby bringing out elements of sound in poetry. For instance in Qnwx, we noticed sounding 
alike of two or more vowels (assonance) - /q, x/, /u e/, /e, o/, through alliteration:/nw gb b/. Finally, through lexical 
matching of words, which almost have identical sounds: ‘nwaany[ na nwoke, ‘onye nwere ego, na onyeenwegh[ ego, 
‘mma na ube’ and through repetition of identical items; uche na uche, ego na ego. 

Lexical Cohesion 

 This means associating words in a text through their shared semantic features. Instances of lexical cohesion 
abound in lexical matching which has been pointed out in the excerpts already quoted. But lexical cohesion can further be 
exemplified with the following poem from Akpa Uche titled ‘Ụra’. 

 Ụra, nwanne ọnwụ 

 Ebe ike gị niile gwụrụ 

 bụ na nkwaghepụ ụzọ be ọnwụ 

 Ị na-arịọ mmadọ ma ọ bụ anụ mgba 

 Anya nọ nso na-ahụ. 

 

 Ijituo agụ 

 mgbada a bịa fụwa ya ụfụrụ n’ahụ 

 Akpamiike gị na-aga mgbe niile, ebe niile 

 A chụọ gị ọsọ mgbe eleghị anya ịbịa ọzọ 

 Ma q dịghị onye na-egwu gị anya 

 

 Mmadụ nọ ndị na-ese ụtịrị 

 Anya gbapere ma ha adịghị ahụ ụzọ 

 Ahụ kụọ ụdịrị ntị kụọ pam 

 Isi na-atụ kwekem dịka nke Ngwere 

 Mgbe olu chọrọ ịsọ n’ala, onye ahọ aghọọ ada 

 Magharịa anya ka ọ mara mmadụ ole hụrụ gị 
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Sleep, a brother to death 

 Where your strength ends 

 Is the opening of death’s gate 

 Your might is everywhere, any time 

 When you are chased out, within a 

 While you come again 

 Yet nobody sees you. 

 

 Man is seated and stretches 

 Eyes are open, yet they do not see 

 Body is still, the ear is dead 

 Head nodes (kwekem) like that of lizard 

 When the neck wants to fall, the person 

 Withstands it 

 Open his eyes in pretence to know 

 how many people that have seen him 

In the above poem, lexical cohesion is achieved by word repetition whose inherent semantic features portray both 
attributes of life and that of sleep. In the excerpt, ‘Xra’ (sleep) is given the attributes of life as seen in the following lines. 

For instance; 

Line 3  - Nkwahqpụ ụzọ be ọnwụ 

Line 7  - Mgbada ịfụsa agụ ụfụrụ 

Line 11  - ịnọ ọdụ na-ese ụtịrị 

Line 12  - Anya ahụghị ụzọ 

Line 13  - ntị a]ụghị ihe 

Line 14  - Isi na-atụ kwekem 

Line 15  - Olu na-asị n’ala. 

The poem also demonstrate the universality of the phenomenon of sleep, thus: mgbe niile ebe niile (any time, anywhere) 

 These words are not randomly chosen but are carefully selected and patterned. Other examples of lexical cohesion 
could be seen in such poems as O.L Qgxgxa’s ‘kqqrq m akxkq ndx” in Obiageli and J.C. Obienyem’s Akwxkwq oru ego 
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in Akpa uche. In Qgxgxa’s poem, the fulfillment of the obligation, for instance, will lead to the realization of the wishes. 
While that of Obienyem’s poem the attributes of beauty are portrayed, the vices of money illustrated and the attributes of 
love shown respectively. 

Rhythm 

 Rhythm can be seen as an important aspect of poetry obtained in language Egudu (1985:34-35) affirmed that it 
can be compared with a beat or pulse and as a beat or pulse implies the presence of movement in which there is recurrence 
of identical points. Rhythm, can also be said to mean movement. Any action, in which motion is involved therefore, has 
some rhythm. For example, a moving vehicle shows rhythm, a flowing stream exhibits rhythm. Also the rise and fall of 
the water in the ocean is rhythmical. In the same way, a person walking, running or dancing is moving rhythmically. One 
major characteristic of rhythm therefore is repetition. Rhythm in poem differ from one language to the other. Whereas 
rhythm in English language is metrical based on the regular recurrence of stressed and unstressed syllables, rhythm in 
Igbo is non-metrical. 

 To Okebalama (1985:55), language could be split into segments which are in some sense of equal duration. Such 
segments are the syllables. By the same token one could say that the number of syllable in an utterance or in consecutive 
utterances is an indication of rhythmic beats in the utterance or consecutive utterances. Uzochukwu (1993:45) posits that 
the constituents of Igbo poetic rhythm are the regular recurrence of the breath-pause which gives rise to fast or slow 
rhythm depending on whether the verse line delimited by the breath-pause is short or long; the regular recurrence of equal 
time duration in consecutive utterances, and the regular recurrence of sense balance which produces the rhythm that is tied 
to the sense. 

 Simply put, the reason Igbo poetic rhythm is non-metrical is attributable to the nature of the language. Below is a 
poem which illustrates further the regular recurrence of equal time duration and the regular recurrence of sense balance as 
rhythmic factors in Igbo poetry. 

  Ugomma 

  A/chọ/rọ m/ọ/chị si/n’i/me/ o/bi/ a/pụ/ta      - 13 

  Ọ/chị/ na/-e/gbu/ i/we/, na/-a/gwọ/ n/so/gbu   - 13 

Ọ/chị/ na/-e/gbu/ a/mụ/ma/ na/-e/gbo/ m/kpa   - 13 

Gwa/ m/ o/kwu/ na/-e/we/ta/ n/dụ/ ọ/hụ/rụ/ kwa/ ọ/bọ/chị - 17 

N/ke/ na-/e/me/ ka/ n/dụ/ dị/ ga/ra/ga/ra    - 13 

N/ke/ na/-e/we/ta/ra/ m/ ọ/mụ/mụ/ ọ/hụ/rụ   - 14 

       (Madụbuike Nd: 38) 

 The rhythm of the first three lines of the poem is based on equal time duration as the utterances have almost equal 
number of syllables.  When these poems are rendered, one can see the beauty of their rhythm and how emotionally the 
reader feels. 

Deviation 

 This involves doing something which is different from the usual or common way of behaving. The poet uses it to 
create beauty in language for aesthetic effects. To Leech (1969:105), a work of art in some way deviates from norms 
which we, as members of society, have learnt to expect in the medium used. However, one way of examining the 
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importance of a work of art is to concentrate on the way it differs from the norm, since it generates some interest and 
surprise. When we talk about deviation, the handling of figurative language reading comes to mind. But before then, 
looked at other aspects of deviation. 

Phonological Deviation 

 This type of deviation consists of irregularity in pronunciation for stylistic effects. In Igbo, the omission or 
dropping of a medial part of a word or phrase, sometimes occurs and this is called syncope. This is evidence in 
Madubuike’s poem “Na[ra” (Pp. 40-44), the third stanza, last line. ‘Q kwa ego bx mma nwoke bxrx ugwu ya? Also in 
‘nwayqq’ bx ije (Pp. 40-44), the seventh stanza and last line, all in Xtara nt[.  For example, Q kwa ya bx qkacha mma. 

  Ma ndidi nyịrị xwa 

  Ndidi bụ mmiri ndị 

  Ndidi bụ ọmịiko 

  Ndidi bụ mgbaghara 

  Ọ’kwa ya bụ ọkacha mma 

The poet in this last line concludes that patience is the best solution to all predicaments and otherwise. 

Grammatical Deviation 

 This is where the poet uses disjointed syntax occasionally and deliberately for stylistic effect. By so doing the 
normal order of words may not be achieved or observed. The function of certain parts of speech may be juxtaposed 
thereby affecting the grammatical rules. This can also be observed in Igbo poetry. An example is seen in Qb[ageli 
(Pp.16), in the first stanza of the poem, ‘kqqrqm akxkq ndx’. The order is inverted in such a way that lines 2 and 4, which 
would have come first follow lines 1 and 3 for example. 

  Akụkọ echiela m nt[  - 3 

  Akụkọ akụ na ụba  - 1 

  Akụkọ anarala m ụra  - 4 

  Akụkọ oke aha  -            2 

Lexical Deviation 

 Under this aspect, we can examine neologism. 

Neologism 

 This is the formation and fabrication of a new word, or expression, or a new meaning for an existing word. It is 
one of the ways by which a poet or literary artist might exceed the provisions of his language in order to express his ideas 
fully. An instance is seen in Madubuike (Nd:39), in the poem called “Ogbuniigwe”. This is  a formation of new word that 
gives a graphic description of the Biafran war machine that was invented during the Nigerian civil war. 

 Acronym is another process of forming neologism. For example in Igbo we have I.M – a short form for [ma 
mmadx (favouritism), compounding for example, Mahadum – an abbreviation for mara ha dum (university), compound 
abbreviation for example, opek – a conscripted form for opekata mpe (low cadre workers) and simple abbreviations for 
example, Okn (Qkankuzi) – a shortened form of professor, Mz – an abbreviation for Maaz[ (Mr) etc.  Mbah and Mbah 
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(2007:345) also in expanding their views, affirms that some types of word formation have been so used in poetry that their 
use causes little or no confusion to the reader. The use of such words falls under routine licence. It is often believed that 
the meaning intended could not be expressed without neologism. 

Poetic Devices 

 There are other form of deviation which are no other way than the most prevalent devices employed by the Igbo 
poet. To Okoye (2012:155), in poetry as well as other genres of literature, writers are allowed to use certain style of 
diction (kinds of words, phrases, sentence structures and figurative language) to achieve a distinction of language 
commensurate with the quality of their work. This special style of language used to achieve special effect buttresses what 
John Drydon in the late seventeenth century in Abram & Harpham (2010:300) called “poetic license” – “the liberty which 
poets have assumed to themselves; in all ages, of speaking things in verse which are beyond the severity of prose”.  Some 
examples of poetic devices include the following: 

Simile (Myiri/Nd[ka) 

 This word simply means ‘like’. When the poet uses a simile, he makes it plain to the reader that he is using a 
conscious comparison. He does this by drawing the reader’s attention to the comparison by using certain words; like, as if, 
as, as though. In Igbo, it is ka, d[ka, yiri, For example in his poem ‘Qnwx’, Ajaegbu used simile in stanza 1 line 2 thus: 

  Ọnwụ! olee ebe ị dị? 

  Ị di ka onye ọrụ ubi, 

  Nke na-adịghị eche ọka ya ka ọ chaa 

  Tupu ọ ghọrọ. (Ajaegbu, 1975:6) 

 

  Death where are you? 

  You are like a farmer, 

  That never waits for his corn 

  To ripe before plucking it. 

In this excerpt line 2, Ajaegbu compared death to a farmer. 

Metaphor (Mbxrx) 

 Here, this type of comparison is not quite as simple as the simile. The comparison used in metaphor is a direct one 
and the reader’s attention is not drawn to it by any sign posts, such as “like” ‘as’ and so on. The poem Abal[ by I. 
Madubuike is a metaphorical poem. 

  Abalị (first stanza line 4) 

  Isi kpuru ebe dum 

  Anyasị na-eji ka unyi 

  Eluigwe anaghị achị ọchị ma ọlị 
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  Kpakpando anya abal[ - alakpuola 

  Ọnwa na anyanwụ na-ehikwa ụra 

  Egwu dị ebe dum.    (Madubuike, Nd:32) 

 

  There is darkness everywhere 

  The night is as black as charcoal 

  The sky is moody for the stars, 

  The eyes of the night, have retired 

  There is fear everywhere. 

He was comparing the night to charcoal since the stars, moon and the sun are asleep. You will notice that he started the 
comparison directly. The resultant effect being that there is fear everywhere. The example of metaphor proper in this 
poem is where the poet states that the stars are the eyes of the night. 

Personification (Mmemmadụ) 

 This is another common device of comparison. It is really a special form of metaphor. In personification, a non-
human thing is referred to as having the characteristics of a human being. Look at this poem. 

  Ọnwụ (stanza 9) 

  Ọ dị ajụjụ ọzọ m chọrọ ịjụ gị, ọnwụ, 

  Olee ihe ị na-ahapụ mmadụ q na-ata ahụhụ, 

  Gbuo ya naanị mgbe ọ malitere iri uru? 

  Q bụ ya mere mmadụ ji kpọọ gị asị?    (Nzeako, 1975:5) 

There is a question I would put across to you, death, 

  Why do you leave a person to suffer? 

And kill him when he is about to enjoy the fruit of his labour? 

Is this the reason why human beings hate you? 

Here, the poet directs the question to death as if it is a human being. This can also be called a rhetorical question for who 
is to answer such question. 

Euphemism (Nkwuma) 

 By the use of euphemism, the poet speaks of unpleasant things in favourable terms or rather in less provoking to 
the feeling than the actual everyday words that are used to describe the phenomenon. For instance, death, in Igbo poetry is 
often described in euphemistic terms. This could be illustrated with the following excerpt taken from Omenka titled 
“Dib[a Adxgburuja”. 

  Dibịa mbụ anyị kpọrọ ọrụ 
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  Uwe agbada ka o yiri bịa 

  Agbada ọnụ ya miri emi 

  Fqjuchaa ego anyị n’ime ya 

  Maka dibịa na-agwọ 

  Dibịa a na-eri 

  Ọ lawara n’inyo 

  Hapụ anyị n’ụkọ   (Ikwubuzo, 2011:28) 

In summary, the poet instead of calling them corrupt politicians, he called them native doctors. He used different things to 
castigate our politicians that pillaged our money. He addressed them as native doctors so as to look euphemistic and they 
will not know that they are being referred to. He addressed them also, as exploiters and looters with pockets all over their 
clothes. 

Hyperbole (Egbe okwu) 

 This is one of the figurative language whose result is a vivid impression located by an obvious exaggeration. 
Exaggeration here is not to lie but rather to validate a point within a universe of discourse. An example can be seen in 
written Igbo poetry, Xtara nt[, p. 39, stanza one. 

  Ogbuniigwe 

  Omere dike 

  Ogbu dimkpa 

  E lelịa nwa ite, ya agbqnyụọ ọkụ 

  Anụ kpọrọ nkụ na-eju ọnụ 

  Ogbu nnx ọrịa   (Madubuike, Nd:39) 

Here, the poet presented the word Ogbuniigwe in a hyperbolic language. That is an over statement. Finally, a look at most 
of the figurative language treated so far appeal to us by their oblique references. 

Devices of Sound 

 According to Murphy (1972:35), poetry is usually best when it is read or spoken. This is because we can hear the 
sounds, rhythm and rhyme of the poem, all of which add to our enjoyment of it. It is only one device of sound that we 
need mention here; onomatopoeia. 

Onomatopoeia 

 This as seen in Egudu (1985:54) is a speech sound and by so doing suggests the thing that makes the sound in life. 
There are ways of using sounds to compliment meaning. In this excerpt: 

  Akwa m na-ebere Princess Alexandria Auditorium! 

Kamgbe afọ iri na anq ka ha buliri ya elu 

Haa ya aka, ya adaa gworogodom kụkasịa 
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Nọrọ na Nsụka sụọ kaka! kaka kaka! sụkasịa! 

Yọkasịa yọrọkọtọm! ka ero rere ere, 

Princess Alexandria Auditorium! 

Princess Alexandria Auditorium!      (Chimezie, 1982:50) 

Chimezie key dictum here is that the sound must be seen as an echo to the sense. In other words, sounds are used to 
compliment meaning. The onomatopoeic words “gworogodom! Yqkqtqm! And ‘kaka kaka’, reinforce the idea of 
destruction or ruin by the use of repeated palatal sounds /r/ and /k/. /k/ is carried from the first line through the fourth and 
occurring thirteen times in these four lines. /r/ is carried from the first line through the sixth line and occurring fifteen 
times. It is important to note that in this stanza, sounds suggests meanings that are associated with the key words. 

 The key words are ‘daa and kxkas[a’ all in the second line. The plosive /k/ echoes the destruction or vandalization 
of an auditorium that was once, a pride of the University of Nigeria. 

Summary and Conclusion 

 The language of poetry as we know is creative, rhetorical and figurative. It is also appears to be that one of the 
functions of Igbo poetry is to control and clarify emotional, spiritual and sensuous experience. It is therefore, not too 
much to say that poetry, one of the genres of literature is the greatest reservoir of the treasures of any language. At times it 
involves linguistic deviations. Such deviations may be grammatical, phonological or lexical. It is this device that 
introduces uniqueness in poetry. 

 The findings in the work have actually proved that there is much to learn and enjoy with regard to meaning and 
artistic use of the Igbo language in the poems we have studies. More so, the poetic device demands a measure of alertness 
on the part of the reader. The liberty enjoyed by poets to depart from the conventional standard rule of written language 
gives them the license to use poetic devices to achieve beautiful effects in their poems. Finally, it is hoped that the 
language of poetry will be appreciated by all and sundry so that the great health of our literary tradition and language may 
be conserved for our own benefit and that of posterity. 
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